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Foreword

0 That severely, profoundly, and
handicapped children can learn is a

fact that takes less convincing than it once
did. This is due bract small measure to the'
new ways, new devices, new program',
new procedures, new techniques, and new
determinations that numerous. people all
across the country have been using in the
instructional setting. The articles in this
vollme, one of the Very Special Children
Series, have been chosen because the
maws are precisely that type of person.
The methods and materials which they
describe deserve to be tried and tested by
others. Hence, the publication, if even one
child is helped, will have been worthwhile.

First among the contents is "Cognitive -

Training of Severely and Profoundly
Retarded Children." Procedures are il-
lustrated that tolerate the rate at which
severiy and profoundly retarded children
develop object permanence, a prerequisite
skill for increasing levels of cognitive func-
tioning in other skill areas.

The second treatise, "Review of Pro-
cedures for Toile* Training the Retarded,"
is an evaluative review of various toilet
training methods designed for institu-

tionalized retarded persons. Another basic
function, eating, Is described In the third
article for the teacher or parent wio needs

It is entitled, "Teaching. ging
techniques in training the to im-
paired.
Skills."

"ComMunication without Speech"
demonstrates whet can be accomplished
when an occupational therapist, speech
and language therapist, and special educa-
tion teacher combine their efforts and in-
genuity toward expressive language. "Vi-
sion Stimulation for Low Functioning
Deaf-Blind Rubella Children" outlines ac-
tivities and observations through which
one can assess a child's visual acuity.

"Initial Instructional Strategies for the
Severely Handicapped: 'Look at Me' "
takes the reader through the process of
gaining stimulus control and describes
how to elicit simple gestural committee-
tion- from a profoundly retarded child in-
volved with cerebral palsy.

The -article, "Developing Appropriate
Behavior' on School eases," MI: how to
develop a successful system for the
operant management of behavior that ex-
tends beyond the proximity of the teacher.

11

The example given is a simple program
for eliminating inappropriate- behnvlor 90
school buses. The next dotty, "The
-Auttstle Child in the Regular School" IS a
running 'narrative of rteadeir who used
classroom assistants, -vtlitinteer helpers,
and other chlidreit, to ride an at-

mesphere conducive to an alstishc Child's
benefiting from a program in regular
school. "A-Learning Center Quadrant Ap-
proach advocates the teaming center as
an approach to 'classroom Organization
and management it details Procedure's-
VW to facilitate -adolstgaiit students'
p_rtkipation in the conter.0well its,pro-
vide- the teacher with ai data ratan
moneor dally *ROMs.

The last article in this volume dents with
teacher edVCatialt. Ills entitled "Teed**
thefivfoundhtlio-tn the Politic
School Sitting," and s tome the
prim y instnidtorial nwitihde iieedect to
effectively enhance the grdwlh nod de-
velopment of the profoundly ittlicilcRiped.
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child should obtain the obIeci on each trial
and the procedure should only continue un-
til the object Is half hidden. In additioh, the
object used should be made as large and
bulky as possible. If at any given time In
this process the child does not obtain the
object, he should be prompted and helped
to find the object.

4. The child's glance does not go to the
plint of reappearance after several trials
(1 or 4) during wnkh an Object disappears

lfrom view and *hen reappears at another
ace: Try using an object thathas a sound

associated with it (e.g., a music box or a
bell) and make noise with the object as It
reappears. Repeat this several titres (3 or
4). Gradually fade out the amount otiound
produced by the object until the chi 's at-
tention is focused at the ptace of rpap-
pearance without any sound being produc-
ed. In some cases, it might be lecesserpin
beginning, this prczedur, to prompt--ttis
child's head and help him move it into the
correct direction.

S. The child does not obtain a complete-
I y hinden object: Begin with the object half
covered and sloWly, step by step, cover
,nore of the object having the child find it
at each successive step. When the object is
finally completely hidden from view, the
object should be placed underthe cover,
appearing as e large lump. This lump
should also gradually be diminished. As
necessary, the child should be prompted
and helped to find the object. Using an ob-
ject which produces a sound (e.g., a music
box) can also be helpful for the child to in-
itially find the completely hidden object.

6. The child does not always search
under the correct cover when an object is
alternately hidden under each of IWO
Collets: The same procedure can be foliow-
ed here as in step 5. However, if the child
searches under the second cover when he
is wrong at first, he should be allowed to
just practice MIL for a considerable period
of time (4 or S sessions). This will allow his
cognitive structures to accommodate and
incorporate this new information. If this
does not work, go back to the procedure In
step S.

7. The child does not always search
under the correct cover when an object is
iandomly, hidden under each of three
covers: The same procedu should be
followed hpre with three-covers as was
used in step 6 with two covers.

I. The child does not find an object
when hidden under three screens which
are arranged in a way that requites their
being. removed one at a tine: An object
should 'be used which has a sound
assoc,eted with it (e.g., a music boX): The
sound should be faded out gradually ce;

successive trials. It 'night also be
necessary to prompt and help the child
rettipse the second and/or third cover.

Q. The child does not find the object
whenit is placed in a box and then the box
Is emptied under the cover (Invisible
displacement): The box should be left
u.xier the cover with the object in it for the

0
child searches under -the second cover
when he Is wrong at first, he should be
allowed to just practice this for a con-
siderable period of time (4 or S session).
This will allow his cognitive structures to
accommodate and incorporate the" new in-
formation. If-this does not work, go back to
the procedure in step 9.

If a child cannot follow an object through a
Ms head smoothly.

child to find. Then the child should be per-
mitted to watch the box being emptied and
the abject remaining ,!...tel. the cover when
the box is removed. This is done by keep-
ing the cover raised on the child's side.
Then lower the cover and have the child
find the object. This procedure should be
repeated several times (4 or 5). Then the
task should be attempted with no aids. If
the child still cannot find the object, repeat
the procedure.

10. The cn!id does not always search
under the correct cover when an ooject is
hidden, through invisible displacement,
under a second cover. This follows the
preceding step where only one cover was
Present: The same procedure should be
followed hers as in step 9. Howeve,, , if the

9
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1I0varc,-he can be manually helped to turn

11. The child does not always search
under the correct toyer when an object Is
alternately hidden, through invisible
displacement, under each of two covers:
The same procedure should be followed
here as in step 10,

12. The child does not always search
Unger the correct cover when an object is
alternately hidden, through invisible
displacement, under each of three covers: k

The same procedure should be followed ,/
here as instep 10.

13. Tfte child does not' search under
each cover in the same order as the ex-
aminer's hand followed when the object is
hidden in the examiner's hand and he
moves, it beneath each of three covers
leaving It under the third cover: The ob.
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1 A visual, tactile, or auditory cue can prompt the child to move his head in the correct
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CONCLUSIONS

As stated earlier, the preceding training
procedures are experimental. Each of
the procedures, except for the first and se-
cond steps, has been used successfully
with at least three children. In we'd
cases considerable repetition, of a pro-
cedure was necessary,. This is understan-
dable since children accommodate- their
internal *nifty* structures only after a
considerable amount of . environmental
evidence is presented. The interaction of
the child with his environment -r
necessary for this accommodation to oc-
cur. During the sensorimotor period this
interaction must involve a physical in-
teraction. During later periods of cognitive
development, this interaction becoMes
less tied to the motork schemes until, at
the formal thought level, the interaction .

can be through pin thought within) motor
involvement.

More work_ is needed to refine arik
pond these procedbres. However, they
should prove useful in their present form
to the benefit or.severely and profoundly
retarded children. in addition;
disseminating these procedures at' this
time should help speed the proceseof refin-
ring them. These' procedures- should be
adapted freely to best be used with each
child. Finally-, it is emphasized tha: the
procedures given here are experimental
and should be used ,with caution and 'flex-
ibility. ,
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sect should be left under the first cover
with the trainer going no further. Then the
object should be moved under the first
cover and left under the second cover with
the trainer going no further. The child
should be prompted and aided in his
search. Then the object should be moved
under the first and second cover and left
under the third cover.. Again the child
should be prompted and aided in his
search. This procedure nould be followed
In both directions (i.e., left to right and
right to left).

14. The child does search directly
under the last screen after finding it there
on several (4 or S) previous trials using the.

Preceding task. The child should be allow-
ed to practice for a considerable period of
time (4 or S sessions). If this is not suc-
cessful, the same procedure should be
followed here as in step 5:

15. The child does not follow the
reverse order (last cover, middle cover,
first cover) of the examiner's hand when
the object is hidden under the first cover
and the examiner'i hand continues under
the middle and last covers. This follows
the child successfully going directly to the
last cover on at least three previous trials:
If the child Is still unsuccessful after 4 or 5
trials, the same procedure should be
followed here as in step S.
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it is. estimated that there are over
255,000 institutionalized retarded persons
in the United States (DHEW, 1972). Many
are incontitient and require extra staff
time in caring for them (Azrin & Foss,
1971; Giles & Wolf, 1966). Many hours of
staff time are occupied by unpleasant
cleaning chores, time which could ideally
be spent leading activities with these
residents.

Community placement is a primary goal
for the process of normalization with in-
stitutionalized retarded persons. Any com-
munity plaCement, however, generally re
quires that the person placed be toilet
trained. It itprobably unrealistic to expect
community persons to possess the skills
necessary to carryqut this training.

An ideal toilet training program would
consist of specific procedures, easily

,--taught to paraprofessional teachers, which
mould teach daytime and nighttime
toileting_in a matter of days using inexpen-
sive equipment. Such procedures must be
initially verified with experimantal studies
presenting reliable data on current and
long term effectiveness (Pawlicki, 1970).

Although there have been 1, numerous
published discussions of toilet training,
many present no clearly specified training
procedares (bensberg, Coning, & Cassel,
1165; Colwell, Richards, 'McCarver-J-&-

4
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Ellis, 1973; Lovibond, 1964; Peterson,
Wright, & Hanlon, 1969; Spook, 1968; Ter-
dal & Buell, 1969).

HABIT TRAINING

whenever placed on the toilet, staff w_ve
required indefinitely to take residents to
and from the toilet several timi-daily.
Rentfrow and Rentlrow,(1969) In a review
found that many studies reported a Min
loss of training when the students we
habit trained in an area new'to them and
later returtiii to their ward. Furthermore,
they found little objective evaluation and
folloviup measures of effectiveness.

Students within institutions are often
seated on a toilet for extended periods at
regular intervals each day. It is generally
expected that this method will teach them
to void only on ate toilet at predictable
times. Although they may eliminate while
on the toilet, they would not be expected to
initiate their own toileting. This method,
commonly called haul? training was
described by several authors as an impor-
tant toilet training technique (Biumeister
& Klosowski, 1965; Ellis, 1963; Hundziak,
Maurer, & Watson, 1965; Kimbren,
Luckey, Barbuto, & Love, 1967; Pumroy &
Pumroy, 1965). Dayan (1964), for example,
placed students on the toilet every two
hours. Rewards were given if they voided
while on the toll,* Improvement was
measured by the amount of soiled laundry
taken out each week. Between April and
November the !sundry dropped from 1200
to 600 pounds per week.

This method would not be recommended
for general use since habit training usually
required froniAtelaseven-months otttis-C-

-ptitte:1imn though the stuelent voided

11

REWARDS AND PUNISHMENT

Punishment has been used as a procedure_
to control night wetting. Tough. Hawkins,
McArthur, and Ravenswaay (1971) cense-
(lated night wetting with a cold bath. A
trine4' sensine bell (Mower & Mowrer,
1938) Was connected to_the child's bed in,
order to wake the parents so that the child
could be given a cold bath when he wet the
bed. This method was successful wfttionly
one of the two children treated.

Another method utilized contingent
rewards to train many tolleting related
behaviors' such as approaching the toilet
and lowing pants, which typically
precede voiding, before teaching ap-

propriate voiding (M,honey, Van
Wegenen, & Meyerson, 1971). Seven of
eight normal and retarded children were.
initially taught to engage in these
pretutleting behaviors at the sound of a

emitted by an apparatus costing 1170.
T were then taught to void in a toilet at
the of the same tone. While effec-
tive the authors did not strongly recom-
men this method because of the incr.:
dins amount of staff waiting time ret-
quired by the children's infreqt.bent
voiding, a problem later remedied 'bra.
procedure developed by Azrin end Runk
(1971).

Wagon (1961) used an elaborate 11500
automated toilet which reinforced voiding
and defecation. Five of the eight retarded
children were appropriately using the .
special toilet daily at the end of eight
weeks of training. Most institutions could
not afford this apparatus. Furthermore, it
could be anticipated that persons taught to
use this swill toilet would require fur-
ther generalization training to prepare
them to use ordinary toilets.

Other reinforcement procedures were
developed for a boy with an atypical lack
of sphincter muscle control. Kohlenberg
(1973) described a liquid filled balloon in-
sorted into ale rectum of a 13 year old en-
topretic boy. The balloon was attached to
a water pressurecolumn visible to the boy.
A fickle was given to him for every time
he squeezed the balloon and elevated the



water level for a 10 second interval. This
prociledo cure required that two people be with
the y at all times a nurse to insert the
rectal balloon and the author to operate
the recording and timing awaratus. One
month after the completion of tt aininy, the
boy's parents reported that he did not soil
for eight hour periods, whereas he had soil-
ed continually prior to treatment. This pro-
cedure, although successful, would not be

. practical for widespread institutional use
because of excessive V; ff time required.
Furthermore. this boy's so:ling was prob-
ably not representative of the incon-
tinence prevalent in most institutions.

Several authors developed successful
Combination.: of reward and punishment
Procedures (Gelber & Meyer, 1965; Mar-
ShaA, 1966; Nordquist, 1971; Wagner &
haul, 1970). Giles and Wolf (1966) useo
rewards such as fond, a ride in a

wheelchair, a shower, or a ball for five
students over an eight week training
period combined with punishments such as
ionering, terminating meals, tying to the

, end of a 10 foot rope, or the use of restrain-
/ing jackets. The rewards and, ti ments

ere uniquely designed for ea n child.

/
After 60 days of training all woe .d ap-
propriately pull down their pa?its and void

/ in a toilet, but there were nu followup data
presented.

SIGNALING DEVICES

SoMe of the most impressive results were
wined by combinations of signaling that
inconhinefce had occurred, positive rein-
forcement fo
simultaneous use o
rectIon procedures

propriate toileting, and
actice and overcor-

accidents. A

urine sensing device was used to alert the
teacher that an accident had occurred
(Azrin, .Bugle, & O'Brien, 1971; 'ter
reshoff, 1973; Van Wagenen," Meyerson,
Kerr, & Mahoney, 1969; Van Wagenen &
Murdock, 1966) so that the teacher coufri
take appropriate action to ter ninate the
accident. (Madsen, Hoffinan, Thomas,
Koropsak, and Madsen, 1969, also found
this device useful in toilet training norm,
children.)

The procedures' used by one method
(Van Wagenen, Meyerson, Kerr, &
Mahoney, 1969) .recommended that the
teacher, upon detecting an accident, ter-
minate it by yelling "Stop" and leading the
resident to the toffetto complete-voiding.

--Verbal-Approval was given by the teacher
when the child eliminated in the toilet. At
the end of the six days of teaching, all nine

I profoundly retarded students could walk

into the bathroom, pull down their p,.nts,
and void without prompts. This toileting
behavior was maintained for at least one
month following training. The advantage
of this procedure was its use of a signal
device which provided the immediate
detection of urination and an immediate
response by the teacher. Furthermore, an
entire toileting procedure was taught so
that once the toileting behavior sequence
was learned, the teacher was freed fi om
total supervision of the students.

Azrin and Fc,.x (1971) modified the
above procedure in order to reduce
teaching time to a median of four days per
student and provide for subsequent
maintenance of this training. In addition,
they emphasized administrative involve-
ment and complete staff participation in
the teaching. Their teaching goal was self
initiated toileting so that at the end of the
program a student would approach the
toilet and complete the toilet sequence
without prompts. A urine sensing device
(Azrin, Bugle, & O'Brien, 1971) was used
so that the teacher could respond to an in-
appropriate voiding immediately, Pre fre-
quency of urination was increased by hav-
ing students drink large quantities of
fluids. The method also taught other acts
associated with toileting, such as dressing,
undressing, and approaching and flushing
the toilet. After the student was toilet
trained, he was continued on a posttrain-
ing maintenance procedure which reward-
ed those who had self initialed toileting for
dry pants on an infrequent schedule.
Cleanup practice was continued for any
accidents and records were kept to deter-
mine frequency of Incontinence. It was not
shown that successful daytime training
produced, nighttime continence. Con-
tinence was achieved for all nine students
involved, even those with IQ's as low as 7,
and appropriate experimental verification
was provided. Followup data indicated
that students remained continent up to five
months after the maintenance program
was discontinued. Teaching procedures
were well specified and they could pro-
bably be taught and administered by
paraprofessionals with a relatively short
period of teaching. The authors anecdotal-
ly report that this method was used to
toilet train over 1000 retarded and
nonretarded persons in over ¢0 different
institutions (Foxx & Azrin, 1971), This
method has--beeti adapted to treat
enuresis in retarded children (Azrin,
Sneed, & Foxx, 1973) and to toilet train nor-
mal young children (Azrin & Foxx, 1973).

Numerous demonstrations have clearly
shown that it is possible to toilet train the

, 12

institutionalized mentally retarded using a
variety of procedures. It appears that one
method (Foxx & Azrin, 1973) has been
developed which describes a set of these
procedures most clearly Nonetheless, it
would be premature toconclude that suffi-
cient applied research has been carried
out in this area. The equipment recom-
mended by these and other althorn is still
relatively expensive and has not been
proved to be reliable or durable. General
training procedures have been worked out,
but it remains to be shown that they may
be easily taught to mental health person-
nel working in the numerous institutions
for the mentally retarded found in this
country. Followup data extending years
after the completion of training which
specify the conditions necessary mai,'-
tain successful toilet training are still re-
quired to make a convincing argument for
the adoption °one method over another.
Hopefully, this problem will be sOlved,
allowing for the community Placement
and maintenance of many more mentally
retarded persons.
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The ability to take food by mouth, a
behavior typically present at birth in m6.-..t
infants, is -is major issue to consider when
teaching some severely or profoundly
handicapped children. Although the in-
volvement of public school teachers with
such handicapped children has been
limited in the past, the new educational
philosophy of ''zero reject," in regard to
teaching all children in the public school
setting, makes the knowledge of how to
teach basic eating Skills invaluable.
Knowledge of how to teach eating skills to
the seriously handicapped is imperative
not only because the children generally
take one or more meals during school
hours, but more importantly because teach-
singseating skills should be a major cur-
ricular consideration for some t hi idren.

Without training and practice in taking
food ortily, passive feeding methods may
constitute the only viable means for keep-
ing some of these children alive. Gavage,
gastrostomy, or intravenous feeding may
be used to get nutrients into the child;
however, such techniques do not foster in-
dependent functioning. According to
Bensburg (1945):

1. Gavage is the passage of e tube
through the nose or mouth into the
stomach for feeding.

2. Gastrostomy is the surgical con;
sfructisn of a permanent opening frith the
external surface of the body into the
stomach, for inserting a feeding tube.

3. Intravenous feedipg is the insertion
of a tube into a large vein in order to in-
troduce specially refined sterile solutions

carbohydrates, fats, and proteins into
the body.

The extremity of these measures, even if
for only a very few children, adds impetus
to the need for teachers to learn how to
most effectively teach children to take
food in a more "normal" way. While most
severely and profoundly handicapped
children do not require feeding measures
such as savage feeding, many do need to
learn very basic skills such as swallowing
and chewing if they are to progress beyond
simply taking liquids or semisolid foods.

Although information on teaching self
eating is available in the educational
literature (e.g., Azrin & Armstrong, 1973;
Lemke & Mitchell, 1972), little is mention'
ed regarding areas such as sucking,
swallowing, chewing, and proper position.
ing. The present article examines several
Major aspects of beginning eativ and pro-
vides simple techniques that can be jsed to
foster some very basic skills for indepen-
dent eating. Included here are the areas of
(a) proper positions, (b) sucking, (c)
swallowing, (d) chewing, (e) spoon and
cup use, and (f) additional considerations.

The techniques suggested in this article
are not intended to outline a comprehen-
sive program nor do May negate the
necessity for having a thorough under-
standing of human growth and develop-
ment. Each child will present unique
characteristics requiring careful assess-
ment'of entering level and choice of ap-
propriate techniques. What is effectiie for
one child may be counterproductive
and/or contraindicated for another. Con-

suit an occupational therapist, or other
medical resource person before beginning,
if possible.

POSITIONING FOR TEM:MING
EATING SKJLLS
The position in which a dependent haiki-
icapped child is placed during feeding
time is an important variable in teaching
eating skills. If the child's position is
unstable or inappropriate for a particular
activity, the child's attention may be
distracted by his position so that full atten-
tion cannot be given to eating. In addition
some positions may hamper acquisition of
the development of muscular control
necessary for sucking, swallowing, and
chewing. The following constitute several
points requiring consideration when posi-
tioning a child for feeding.

1. Normalize the feeding setting when
possible. Base decisions about lap or chair
feeding on the child's age and-the amount
and type of supnort needed. For example,
it it inappropriate to feed a five year old
from the lap if the child can be fed from an
adapted or regular chair or wheelchair.

2. When lap feeding, the teacher should
consider the following: (a) if a child Is
learning to swallow in a semireclining
position on the teacher's lap, an effective
approach is to have the legs crossed In
tailor fashion, arms folded in front of him,
and head flexed forward and supported in
midline. Do not feed with head tilted back
since aspiration of food or fluid into the
Juno; Is dangerous to the child's health.
With the flexion and support ofsuch a posi-
tion, the chances of proper swallowing are
enhanced. (b) For the child with a tenden-
-1 to go into extensor Mrust, sit him
sideways on your lap with the leg under the
buttocks lower than the legs under the
knees. This provides the child with good
flexion at the knees and hips so hyper-
extension is less likely to occur. (c) Do not
support the child with your hand on the
back of his head. This will cause him to
push his head back which results in a posi-
tion difficun for swallowing. It may also
cause the child to go into hyperextenslon.
If head support is required, provide it with
you hand at neck-level. td) Do not let the
child sit with his back rounded. In such a
position swallowing is nearly impossible:
In order to swallow, the child is forced to
lift the chin ugward and head back, and
thus Swallowing is strained. (e) if the child
is being fed in a semireclining (or reclin-
ing) position, gradually get the child more
upright. Work toward having knees and
hips at right angles. The child should be
fed in a, chair as soon as some degree of
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head and neck control is achieved. The
longer a child is fed in an adult's lap the
more difficult, it is to break the habit.

3. When the child is seated in an
adapted or regular chair or wheelchair:
(a) Tilt he child's head slightly downward
with the neck flexed. Such a position
makes it easier for the child to swallow.
This position also aids the feeder in exer-
ting manual jaw control (see Swallowing
12) if it is needed. Another advantage Of

n k flexion is that it makes it difficult for
the *Id to go into hyperextension if this is
a potential problem. (b) When sitting
upright, the 'child's legs should be kept
slightly apart. This should be done to
facilitate muscle relaxation, eliminate
possible scissoring, and promote balance.
(c) Place the child so he is sitting in front
of the food. In this way the child can see
the food without turning his head or body.
This enables the child to follow the path of
the spoon without unnecessary
movements. (d) Feed directly in front of
the child on the same or lower visual
plane. When the feeder iS directly in front
of thp child the social interaction of eye
contact can be carried on. In addition, the
visual plane being the same or lower will
restrict the tendency of the child to look up
and push the head back, straining the
swallowing process and facilitating
hyperextension. (When teaching the child
self eating skills such as holding a spoon,
bringing the spoon to the mouth and scoop-
ing for example, as opposed to very basic
skills such as sucking, swallowing, chew-
ing, etcetera, if would be more appropriate
to teach from a seated position behind the
child. In tnis way a more natural 'transition
from assisted to nonassisted self eating
can be accomplished.)

4. Finally, be sure the child's entire
body is adequatily supported and the child
feels stable. If the child feels unstable, he
may become tense, exhibit involUntary
movements, and be unable to focus his at-
tention on the eating procesCA
tion of body, head, and law control
facilitated by proper positioning can im-
prove the functions of sucking, swallow-
ing, and chewing.

SUCKING

Sucking is the most basic or primitive
means of drawing nutrients into the body.
The ability to suck is generally present at
birth and considered to be an instinctive
reflex; however in some handicapped
children, sucking is not present or very
well developed. It should be noted that the
basic sucking referred to here involves
that done through a nipple. Straw sucking,

&4111661L,:--
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Tilting the child's head slightly with the neck flexed makes it easier for the child to
swallow.

which is a slightly more advanced ability
that tomes later in the developmental se-
quence, is also discussed. The following
points provide some suggestions for help-
ing the child who has difficulty sucking
(both the basic and advanced ty pe).

1. The best time to teach suc ng is
when the child is thirsty. Early in
morning and after waking up from a nap
are generally good times to initiate this ac-
tivity. This promotes the appropriate Use
of the motivational element.

2. Use pleasant tasting and varied
substances. With pleasant tasting liquids
the child will associate good things coming
from his sucking efforts. Also, by varying
the substances used, the child will not be
given the chance of satiating on one thing.
Highly acidic,liquids are not recommend-
ed for use when initially teaching sucking
since such liquids tend to increase the flow
of saliva in the mouth, thus complicating
The sucking process. *K.

3. Sugar syrup can be put on the nipple.
This will encourage the child to keep the

nipple in his mouth and to suck to get the
syrup taste.

4. If a child 'gas sucking difficulties do
not provide him with a cup with a spout.
This may cause the child to develop ab-
normal sucking patterns. The lip position
for closure around the spout is unnatural.

15i
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S. Do not necessarily make larger holes
in the nipple for a child who has difficulty
in sucking. By putting larger holes in the
nipple you are allowing more liquid to flow
into the child's mouth without the child
putting forth any effort. The increased
flow of liquid may cause choking or a
"drowning effect." If you feel the child is
trying and not getting the benefits and you
want to see that his efforts are rewarded;
use a plastic bottle that can be squeezed to
force the liquid through the nipple holes. If
,larger holes have already been put in the
nipple, a thicker formula can be used to
offset the effect of the larger holes.

6. If the child has difficulty sealing his
lips around the nipple, place a finger on
each cheek and push them forward: This
aids, the child in sealing his lips around the
nipple and subsequently blocks out air
leaks so his sucking efforts can be more ef-
fective.

7. Stroking a child's cheek in a

downward motion stimulates the sucking
reflex. This can be done both before and
during the feeding process.

a. A gentle movement of the nipple in
an upward, downward, and sideways mo-
tion while in the child's mouth stimulates
sucking.

9. A soft rubber flared nipple can be
ised for children who have problems seal-



Mg their lips around the nipple. Other
adapted nipples are available for specific
problems such as cleft palates.

10. Straw sucking should not be at-
tempted until fairly well coordinated
drinking ability has been achieved. Mouth
closure, refined sucking, and swallowing
are required for effective straw suexing.
There are two basic reasons for developing
straw sucking in children. It improves lip
mobility (aids in eating and speech) and it
helps the child who has trouble lifting the
cup to his mouth or holding it.

11. Straws should be held and sucked
by the --is alone. If necessary, manual jaw
control 1..4e Swallowing #12) shotild be-
used to hold the jaws closed. This is ,,nne
to stop the biting of the straw and to
stimulate lip sucking.

12. A thick w'llcd straw s!lc mid be used
so no air can filter through. The straw
should be durable and flexible so breakage
due to biting will not occur. Also, the straw
should have a small inner diameter so it is
easy to suck liqbid up and a limited
amount is provided to prevent choking the
child. ...

13. Use a cup with a top that the straw
can be inserted through. In this way the

- straw will be stable and the child can use
both of his hands to balance himself.

14. Some children may never learn to
achieve the sucking response. For such
children, the presentation of liquids.to the
mouth by a spoon can be used. Later a cup
can be substituted when the ability to seal
the'lips around the cup rim is achieved.

SWALLOWING

Swallowing is the reflexive movement that
Pushes nutrients in the mouth down
through the esophagus and into the
stomach. Although swallowing is con-
sidered to be an instinctive reflex action,
some profoundly handicapped children
must actua:ly learn to swallow. In this sec-
tion techniques for stimulating or ac-
tivating the swallowing response are
discussed. Activities that can improve the
quality of swallowing are also included.

1. Initiate swallowing activities by us-
ing semisolid liquids (e.9 , yOgurt or par-
tially chilled gelatin). This can be done
whethe using a cur or spoon. With such a
substance the child will feel the solidness

- and the need to help it get down the
esophagus. Yet, if the child does not
swallow, the substance will not lodge in the
throat and choke him. In addition, such a
substance does not require chewing, which
is generally a higher level skill. k

2. Hold the jaws closed and in sym-

metry and rub the outer gums with several
firm strokes. This causes the production of
saliva. This saliva production and the
simultaneous jaw closure stimulate
swallowien.

3. Put a small amount of peanut butter
or other similar pleasant tasting sticky
substance on the roof of the mouth. The
movement of the tongue in tryihg to lick
the substance enhances the swallowing
reflex.

4. The application of ice (icing) in a
stroking motion around the mouth and
especially between the upper lip and nose
stimulates the flow of saliva in the mouth.
This subsequently .enhances swallowing.
Caution should be used with thii technique
since there is some indication that both
brushing and icinr around the face and in
the midline of the body may facilitate
seizure activity in some children.

5. Hold the child's lips closed when food
or liquid is in, his mouth. If food is in the
child's mouth, the child is forced to
swallow if his lips are held tightly closed,
since this is the only route to get rid of the
food and get a breath of air. I f'the child has
an obstruction in the nose and/or is totally
a mouth breather, do not hold the mouth
closed for an extended period of time
because the child can suffocate. (Of
course, you must be careful not to put
large chunks of food in the child's mouth
that are impossible for him to swallow.
This technique could be dangerous and
must be used with caution.)

6. Stroking the throat in an upward mo-
tion facilitates swallowing. Use several
firm strokes.

7. Brushing around the mouth and
cheeks stimulates swallowing. Different
texture brushes and - varying strokes
should be applied to determine what is
most effective for the particular child.
Caution should be observed in using rough
or stiff textured brushes because of the
sensitivity of the facial skin and the
possibility of facilitating seizure.actiOty
(see Swallowing 14). The use of a vibrator
for this activity has been found to be effec
ti 'e and does not tend to have the side 0-

, feet of seizure facilitation.
8. Walking back on the tongue with a

tongue depressor stimulates swallowing.
Also, a lollipop, popsicle, or swizzle stick
can be used. This involyes pushing down
on the tongue at small intervals beginning
at the front of the tongue and going toward
the back. This should be done on the sides
of the tongue first and move to midline.
For children with an exaggerated bite
reflex caution should be exercised.

9. In all swallowing activities it is im-
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portant to remember that the mouth must
be closed for the child to swallow. It is ex-
tremely difficult to swallow with the
mouth open.

10. To enhance lip closure, an impor-
tant aspcct in swallowing, lightly stroke
the lower lip several times. Also, gently
pull the lower lip out and let it spring clos-
ed. This stimulates the muscles required
in mouth closure.

11. Place a finger between the upper lip
and nose and apply firm and continuous
pressure. This should be done periodically
throughout the day without interfering
With the child's play. Mouth closure and
spontaneous swallowing are .enhanced by
this activity.

12. In some cases, there is a need for
manual jaw control to close the child's
mouth. When doing this from behind the
child, place your thumb on the child's
cheek, index fipger on chin, and middle
finger under the chin at toe root of the
tongue. By exerting upward presiure with
the middle finger the jaw can be closed. If
jaw control is exerted from in front of the
child, the thumb is placed on the chin, the
index finger on the cheek, and the middle
finger under the tongue. Manual jaw con-
trol is not only important to swallowing but
also to sucking and chewing.

13. Proper jaw control during feeding
enhances the chances of correct swallow-
ing patterns. If the jaws are not closed
when swalloviing, improper patterns can
develop.

14. Jaw control should always be in-
itiated before presenting food. If food is
presented first, before you arrange your
hand on the child's face for jaw control, he
could have already thrust the food out of
his mouth, ch?wed improperly, or
swallowed improperly.

CHEWING

Chewing is the process by which Solid
nutrients are broken down in the mouth in-
to we; particles so that they can be easily
swelloWed and digested. Chewing is'essen-
tial for taking solid nutrients into the body.
Generally, children begin chewing
automatically or with a little prompting as
more solid foods are provided. Many pro-
foundly handicapped children, hOWever,
require systematic training to develop pro-
perchewing. The following provides some
points to conside- when teaching chewing.

1. The best rime to practice chewing
exercises is at the beginning of a meal. In
this way the Child is given an immediate
chance to practice, during the remainder
of the meal, what he has just learned.
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2. The hardest foods to learn to chew
are those with mixed textures. Such

substances as meat and vegetable soups or
stews require the chewing of various
substances (hard, soft, stringy, etc.) at the
same time.

3. When beginning to use solid foods
and the chewing process is in the early
stages of development, use easily
digestible foods. Such foods as bananas or
skinless hot dogs should be used so if a
large chunk is accidentally swallowed, it
can be easily digested by the body.

4. To initially develop the biting action,
put small pieces of food between the
child's teeth (back molar area) and
manually close the child's mouth. It is
usually easiest to put the food In place in
the child's mouth with your fingers rather
than a spoon dr fork. Be careful of your
fingers with children who have an exag-
gerated bite mflex.

S. Take a thin, five or six inch, finger
shaped crust of bread and put one end be-
tween the child's teeth, dose -the child's
mouth (using manual law control, see
Swallowing 112), and pull the other end of
the bread, breaking it off. This gives the
child experience in feeling himself bite and
break toed with his teeth.

6. Put a piece of food .bilvieirtbe
child's teeth and using law control, hold
the laws closed. Because of the presence of
the food between the teeth, the child will
naturally resist the law closure, and the
chewing motion will result. This is an ex-
cellent exercise that should be used ire-
quently.

7. When using manual law control to
stimulate chewing, never use intermittent
pressure on the laws. Simply apply firm,
continuous pressure on the muter few. In-
termittent -pressure results in abnormal-
chewing patterns.

-It if a child has difficulty chewing, use
, a five inch, tiny- sized piece of raw beef

end do the fa awing exercise before
meals: Place one end of the beef between
his teeth and hold onto the other end. Use
manual law control to keep his laws
dosed. Raw beef is tough enough that it
cannot be broken off and slip into the
child's throat. Salt or other teaseling can
be sprinkled on the raw beef to make it
more palatable to the child.

Acl:wAt implied above, lip closure during
Ina is an important variable to con-

sider, especially if tongue thrust is aprob-
!ern. The tongue 'should remain in the
mouth during the entire chewing sequence
so that it-does not farce the food out of the
mouth, but rather moves it around be-
tureen the teeth for effective chewing.
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SPOONFEEDING AND CUP DRINKING

,_SPOon feeding and, later, cup-drinking are
prerequisites for independent eating, The
Presentation of liquids or solids by a spoon
can be employed relatively early in the
eating e. Spoon feeding also col?

astitutes n ion for the presentation of li-
quids to chi -en who cannot master the
sucking act. Cup drinking generally comes
later. This is so since the child must have
adequate muscle .ordination to seal his
lips-around the rim oIsille cup. The follow-
ing includes some derations when
teaching spoon feeding and cup drinking.

1. When spoon feeding, 'initially present
liquids and gradually meet into more
semisolid and solid foods. Thieprovides a
smooth transition from nipple* spoon
feeding.

2. Choose a spoon, that does not have a
deep bowl. A child can more easily use his
,lips to remove food from a sheik* bowled
spoon. The bowl of the spoon should be
short and rounded . on the end. Long,.
pointed spoons may stimulate the gag
reflex in some children.

3. Begin by presenting the spoon from
the side of the mouth and gradually move
toward midline since midi ine control is the
last to develop. Generally it is more effec-
tive to eventually spoon feed midline since
this enhances smooth transfer to later self
feeding tit is the "normal" approach), If,
however, the child has an exaggerated bite
reflex or abnormal tongue movement,
presenting the food from the side may be
found toga more effective.

4. When the spoon is put into the/child's
mouth, apply firm pressure with thespoon
on the middle of his tongue. This pressure_
stimulates spontaneous use of lips and

---itingue. It also eliminates t011900 Web.
S. Use a metal or bone SpOon rather

than a plastic one. A brittle plastic spoon
may be broken if a child has a strong bithwt
reflex. -if the child has an exaggerated
startle reflex of sensitive gums, a metal
spoon with a rubber coating may be most
effective.

6. If removal of a spoor facilitates a
strong bite reflex, pressure applied under
the chin around the base of the tongue can
relieve the bite so the %Keil can be re-
moved.

7. Begin spoon feeding s_inisolid foods
by placing a small amount of food on the
front of the spoon. This can be more easily
removed by the child than If it Is In the
middle of the bowl.

S. When the spoon is removed from the
mouth, make sure the lips are closed. With
the lips closed, the tongue can push the

food around in the mouth rather than
thrusting it out.

9. When removing the spoon from the
child's mouth, do not scrape the upper
teeth or lips. This tends to stimulate
tongue thrust and also requires no action
on the part of the child to get the food off of
the spoon. If lip movement 1$ poor, use
finger to push lip over the spoon as it is
taken from the mouth to remove the
gradually withdrawing this help until
child learn, to do this himself.

10. When food fails on the n,
it should be scraped in an upward on
toward the child's mouth with the
This action enhances lip closure
stimulates

11. When beginning cup drinking,
sure to place the rim of the cup' on
lower lip rather than between the
Placing the cup between the teeth tends
stimulate the bite reflex.

12. Litt the cup to *here the
touches the upper lip. This requires
child to takson active part and dothe

13, Do not remove the cup after_
swallow. Let it rest between the I
Removal after each swallow may result
an inefficient and abnormal drinking pat-
tern.

14. Begin cup drinking with a slightly
thickened liquid. This stimulates swallow-
ing and is less likely to spill.

15. Present the cup to the child ,from
the lower front side. This eliininates the
chance of some children going into axle*:
soli thrust by throwing the head back whey
watching the cup come-from *hove. It also
aids in swallowing Since' the Midi- IS
naturally flexed from 'watching the cup
come from below.

lg. for beginning drinking use a cup
with a Space cut out of the rim at the top. In
*la way, the child does not haw to tilt his
head back to get the liquid.

17. When Me child *erns to chink front
a cup, Online* as much law movement
as possible. Hold the cup with one hand
and apply pressure agaimit the child's thin
with the other. If suChmoVements are not
eliminated, an abnormal pattern of suck-
ing, liquid from the cup might develop.

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Although the specific emphasis area in
teaching feeding skills are important to
dittoes individually, Mere are some con-
siderations that are generic to all the
areas. Their importance pervades the
area of positioning, spoon feeding, and
cup drinking as well as Sucking, swallow-



ing and chewing. The following includes
several of these considerations.

1. The feeding situation should be quiet
and peaceful with no sudden movements.
It should be clean, uncluttered, and pleas-
ant for the feeder and the child. The en-
vironmental conditions may influence the
child's desire to eat. A noisy, cluttered
room with an unpleasant odor may
distract the child and cause the f000 to ap-
pear unpalatable to him (as it would many
adults).

2. Both the child and the feeder should
be relaxed. A tense feeder will com-
municate his fears or anxieties to the
child. Subsequently, the child may become
tense and the eating process more dif-
ficult. When the muscles are tense, such
Processes as swallowing and digestion are
-more difficult.

3. An effective approach to enhance
relaxation at feeding times is to only pre-
sent food when the child is physically
relaxed. The child will quickly learn that
he must relax if he wants the food.

4. To enhance eating skills, alternately
stimulate (cold compress) and relax
(warm compress) the muscles involved in
basic eating skills before beginning the
eating sequence.

S. If a piece of food slips into the child's
throat; bring the child forward into good
flexion and the food w;11 come out. Do not
pat the child on the back since this causes
inhalation and thus holds or pulls the food
further down in the throat and may cause
aspiration.

6. Do not put peanut butter on the lips:
or around the outside of the mouth. This

often encourages the child to develop a
tongue thrust.

7. Exercises to help eliminate tongue
thrust include putting pressure at the root
of the tongue which tends to pull the tongue
back into the mouth. Another technique is
to gently and carefully pull the tongue out
of the mouth. The resulting counter move-
ment is that the tongue is pulled back into
the mouth. Caution should be used in pull-
ing the tongue to avoid inuring the connec-
tive tissue.

S. Feed the child only when he is
hungry. If the child is forced to eat when he
is not hungry, the feeding situation may
become an unpleasant time for the child
that he will try to avoid rather than look
forward to.

9. During the acquisition period of any
feeling skill it is important that once the
optimum technique has been determined
the same procedure should be used
regardless of the feeder.

10. For children who do not move
around after eating gently pat them on the;
back to "burp" them so air in the stomach
can be expelled. Also after the feeding pro-
cedures lay the child with the head and up-
per trunk lower than the rest of the body so
excess food and mucus can be ,expelled
though the mouth rather than being
regurgitated and subsequently aspirated.
If the child has a problem with congestion
consult medical personnel (physical or oc-
cupational therapist about the possible
need for "postural drainage" and get them
to teach you the to -.hnique if it is necessary
and they are unavailable to do it
themselves.

SUMMARY

Eating orally (e.g., sucking, swallowing,
and chewing) is an activity that marl in-
dividuals take for granted as a natural in-
stinctive process. Unfortunately, in some
profoundly handicapped individuals this
process does not evolve naturally. It must
be sequentially and systematically taught
if they are to progress inihe developmen-
tal sequence or if passive feeding (gauge,
gastrostomy, ana intravenous feeding) is
not to become a lifelong reality.

As educators of the brofoundly hand-
icapped, we must develop more and bet-
ter techniques to enhance "al eating skills
in children. These prereqiiisites to self
eating as well as prerequisites of other self
help skilliare of paramount importance if
the true potential of profoundly handi-
capped persons is to be efficiently
developer..
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Communication
Without Speech
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Eugene Wendt it an Occupational
Therapist at Me Lapham Orthopedic
.School, Madison, Wisconsin; Mary Jane
Sprague Is a Speech and Langudge
Therapist In the Madison Public Schools;
Jeanne MarMA is a Teaches* of the-O
Nsopedkally Handicepped at Gompers
M1 ed1O.Schoohin Madison. (This article
originally appeared in TEACHING Excep-

- Vona! Children, 1975 8, 38.42. Copyright
1975 by The Council for Exceptional
Chilc'ren.)

In the fall of 1969, Lydell, a 101/2 year
old boy with cerebral palsy, was enrolled
at Lapham Orthopedic School in Madison,
Wisconsin. Lydell was severely physically
handicapped in all four extremities. He
could not walk, he had no oral speech or
understandable gestures, lnd his hand
skills were se limited that he was totally
dependent on others for feeding, dressing,
and amhulation. During an initial vhit to
the school he was pushed aroune the
building in a baby stroller by his mother.
Lydell had not previously been enrolled in
any formal school educational program,
although he had received homebound in-
struction and limited outpatient therapy.
Since his family did not live in Madison,
Lydell was placed with a boarding home
fent' ly'during the school week.

A PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT

the first year was a difficult adjustment
period. It was Lydell's first sepaiition
from his home and family and he iaS
homesick and tearful much of the time:
The school program necessarily focused
first on his emotional adjustment before
more extensive educational arid
therapeutic procedures, could be im-
plemented. He was exposed to play and
work situations with other children and to
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the routine, sfructure, ond stimulation of
the school setting. His responses begin to
fluctuate from excessive outbursts of cry-
ing tu periods of quiet, a) tentive behaviors.
This period was an equally difficult and
trying time for his parents. Their support
and close association with their child,
along with a strong and loving boarding
home family, contributed greatly to
Lydell's eventual adjustment.

Classroern and therapy programs dur
ing the first year could be described as
ongoing, diagnostic procedures. Evalua-
tions of baseline behaviors revealed that in
the classroom Lydell was able to identify
numbers to 10 by pounding on an adapted
desk or bf squeezing the teacher's arm,
and identify colors, written words, and
primary reading vocabulary words by
pointing *lib a gross motor arm move-
ment or by vocalizing o gutters, sound. In
Physidal therapy he nosded.alteration of
range of motion, coordination exercises,
and body positioning for best trunk and
head control.

Lydell's speech therapy Seision would
be held in conjunction with physical
therapy. The therapists experimented
with different body positions in an attempt
to find which was most appropriate for
eliciting phonation. A normal erect sitting
posture with support was found to be best.

A wheelchair would therefore be a future
recommendation.

The factor* contributing to _Lydell's, in-
ability to vocalize were poor oral
musculature, poor feeding patterns, and
poor head control. The occupational
therapy program was designed to alleviate
these problems. Such techniques as Rood-
facilitation, desentitization, and proper
positioning were initiated. In addition, the
occupational therapist decided that con-
tinued motor evaluation and training were
necessary to decide which arm end hand
were most functional.

STECN IMPROVEMENT
Pert.rmance levels at the end of the first
school year found Lydell using Is

wheelchair an day; improving his head
control, mouth closure, and swallowing
patterns; andbeginning e more structured
feeding program. Motor diWat. Anent
levels had been Identified, and hie recep-
tive language age was found to be withi
normal limits. A satisfactory yes or
response could- usually be deform!'
from Lydell's head movement and
be checked when necessary by having im
look to the far right at a yes card and the
far left at a no card. Limited Monet had
been attained. Program direction the
coming year was established. Since Ydell

had SloOd receptive language, was
placed in a classroom with t I achiev-
ing children where he could more
as a listener. Specisi progra ng'would
be necessary.

In the fall of his second year -the scktiel
Lydell began an intensive ademit and
therapy program. The f ing program
previously initiated was, i tensified to a
daily basis. He was learti!og to eat all solid
foods, chew apti Swallow independently,
and suck' from a straW evidence of
general improVenient of oral musculature,
He was able to produce sound on cons -,
!Nod, to vary and to prolong the phone
flan, and to say "hi." However, with a
'chronological age of 11 years, 6-months,
the prospect of his achieving functional
spar.!, seemed remote. The speech
thervist therefore decided to seek an
alternative means of expresSive corn./
munication.

COMMUNICATION WITHOUT

The occupational therapist noted/ that
Lydell's hand skills were still at such a low
level that any communication crevice re.
(Paring_ hand skills was Rot practical at
that time: Because !le had achieved better
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head control, the speech therapist attempt-
ed placing a tongue depressor between
Lydell'c teeth and having him point to let-
ters on a felt board directly in front of his
wheelchair. Despite some awkwardness
and difficulty with this communication
device, Lydell demonstrated that he could
learn to spell. The staff was encouraged by
h13 enthusiasm and excitement and the
speed with which he acquired a basic spell-
ing vocabtilary.

ContinuIng on the basis that this would
be the best mode of communication, the
therapists attempted to find a better
mouth device for pointing. Numerous
devices were tried and, with the assistance
of a dentist, a more permanent moi.th
pointer was deSigned. The use of the mouth
device was impractical in the classroom,
but Lydell's new interest in letters and

words and his improved spelling ability
tended to reinforce and further develop
this mode of expression.

Lydell's learning rate was developing
faster than his ability to use the mouth
stic express his thoughts. His rgaliza-
tio could communicate with peo-
ple y that he had not experienced
before stimulated all areas of his develop-
ment, both physical and mental. He work
ed hard and, after several months, it
became evident both in the classroom and
;n therapy that his left arm and hand were
becoming more functional. He was able to
control his arm motions in midranges,
grasp a pencil or dowel to make a mark on
paper, and point to a picture or printed
word. He was also appropriately position-
ed in his own wheelchair. It became ap-
parent that he could use the second and
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Figure 1. The Auto-Corn developed by
Cerebral Palsy Instrumentation Group at
the University of Wisconsin, Madison.
Greg Vanderheiden, Program Director.

third digits of his left hand by sliding the
fingertips to specific symbols or -letters.
However, he still could not use converi
tional writing devices or an adapted elec-
tric typewriter.

THE LETTER BOARD

The speech therapist suggested the
possibility of a letter board that co ltd.-be
used with hand acid 'finger spelling. Tligoa;
cupational therapist designed a board ap
propriate to Lydell's level of hand skills,
which contained letter and number ar
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rangements agreed on by the classroom
teacher and speech therapist.

Lydell became skilled in using the board
and its use greatly changed his life. Com-
munication became exciting and increas-
ingly important for Lydell and 1* carried
his board with aim everywhere. He was
able to express his feelings, ask questions.
and interact in classroom activities. A
sense of humor was fast developing as he
learned and used the idioms of spoken
language. As his language skill improved,
his communication board was altered to
contain digraphs, endings, question words,
and other whole words important to him in
quick communication. The staff realized,
however, that the board's usefulness was
limited to situations where a second party
was present to interpret his message. The
next stqp seemed to be The development of
a communication device that Lydell could
use more independently.

AN ENGINEERING CHALLENGE

The school psychologist contacted the
Department of Electrical Engineering at '
the University of Wisconsin and explained
Lydell's ,nee6. Two students and a pro-
fessor were interested and responded en-
thusiastically. They came to the school to
familiarize themselves with the situation
and decided it would be a challenge. A
group of engineering students was organiz-
ed and, together with the multidisciplinary
Team,,, from Lydell's .school, began
painstaking trial and error procedures to
develop a communication device that
would beitaster, more efficient, andoliew
for morelindePendence. They found that
the original letter board worked best and
the group started looking for tome way to
automate The initial research was done
at school, experimenting with Lydell's
functional abilities. The students brought
their own equipment.

After many months of consultation be-
tween the engineers and occupational
therapist. a unit' was developed in the
laboratory that allowed Lydell to slide a
specially devised hand unit equipped with
a magnet across a letter board. When he
paused at a particular letter, a switch
under the letter closed and a signal was
sent to an electric typewriter to typte
Printed (*mho'. As Lydell pointed to let=
tors, he could record them on paper Otitis
method of expressive taatle. The
device was a fantastic break ftau01 Intl*
search to make this child moreindepen-
dent.

THE AUTO-CO*1

Continued research by the engineering
group perfected this device and led to the

development of the Auto-Com (see Figure
1). This device uses a magnetic letter
board and records messages on a
typewriter, a television screen, or a tape
printout. The television unit is locate° on a
table in Lydell's classroom. Once he is
positioned, he can work on an assignment
independently, take spelling tests with his
class, or talk to friends. The Auto-Com is
now portable. It can, be attached to his
wheelchair and used both as a lap tray and
es a communication board. For quick,-'
unrecorded personal conversation, Lydell
sfiN prefers to use the communication
board manually (with his two fingers and
with the machine turned off).

The Auto-Com has opened up a new area
for persons who lack expressive language
skills, although It cannot be used by
everyone. Its effectiveness and ultimate
functional use will depend on the in-
dividual's unique combination of physical
and intellectual abilities in conjunction
with the training and support of those
volved in the habilitation ptocess.

PROGRESS TOWARD INDEPENDENCE

The Auto-Com facilitates communication
for the child who can understand the eym-
bol syitem and has the motor skill to use

and operate the device. Lydell's receptive
language processes were intact he need-
ed only an expressive outlet. Therapy and
educational experience were able to build
on his capacity and eagerness to learn.
The Auto-Corn has given Lydell in-
dependence In expressive language. It has
made it possible for him to compete and
participate more easily in classroom
group activities; It has increased his speed
of acquiring a reading and writing
vocabulary by proViding immediate visual
feedback; it has provided an additional in-
centive for learning; and It has increased
his self image.

Lydell is still severely handicapped. HO
may alWays need a protective environ-
ment, but ProuvaSS toward independence
has been made. New advances in the Au*"
Com enable him to print out whole words
and phrases and have increased his rate of
communication. He is now enrolled in a
middle school (6th, 7th, and eth grades)
and spends part of his day in a special
class for orthopedically handicapped and
Is mainstreamed part time in a regular 6th
grade class. His life has been enriched by
his experiences in public school education
and, because of the combined efforts of
many people, he can now communicate,
socialize, and appreciate life more fully.
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with serious impairments in the eyes was a
learned ability and could, be taught"
(Ashcroft, Halliday, &- Bariaga, 1965).
Since that time,. research on vision
stimulati n techniques and materials has
steadily ncreased, and programs for the
develop ent of positive visual behaviors
titi,e igun both in public schools and in
privet institutions for the visually im-
paired. ,

EYE DEFECTS OF DEAF-BLIND
ildren; they learn___ed RUBELLA CHILDREN
develop their-tactile

To ate, tittle attention in the field of vision
arch on vision indicated r arch has been focused on low function-

sion could not cause fbr- in deaf-blind rubella children. The term
e eye ancticoOld not result d of -blind in relation to these children is

pairment eVe specialists isleading since most of them 40 have
age the u of, rather than me sight and hearing, but to maintain
esidual isien. It was also /consistency with other literatu e these

stance visual acuity (i.e., / children' will be referred' to here as deaf-
lepi E C art measures) did / blind. Title concern, however, is with those

children who are not totally blind.
As a result of their mothers contracting

the rubei :us (German measles) dur-
ing the ft y months of pregnancy, these
children were born with an eye defect or
defects and with a hears disability.
These problems are often c plicated fur-
ther by congenital heart /problems and
psychomotor retardation (Cooper, 1967).

One common eye defect'found in rubella
children is rubella retinopathy,
characterized by widespread pigment
deposits on the retina (Roy, Hiatt,
Korones, & Roanes, 1966; Krill, 1967).

Cooper (1961) found these deposits to have

lyreflec near visual acuity,'"
pisidera e visual efficiency/
eloped by teaching a child to

point vi ion (Bier, 1960).
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n was achieved (Barrage, 19 ). In
his study was repeated with similar

is using many more materials,
chip ren, and teachers. This research sug-
getede t that "the use of vision inichildren
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little or ro effect on acuity, adaptation to
darkness, color vision, visual field, or elec.
troretinography. However, Efron (1974)
observed that rubella children respond
better to certain colors (but he did not
specifically state thatjhese children had
rubella retinopathy).

Another common eye problem found in
deaf-blind rubella children is congenital
cataracts (an opacity of the crystalline
lens of the-eye). These cataracts, usually
bilateral, are generally surgically re-
moved and the child wears cataract
glasses or contact lenses.

Sonie rubella children are born with
Microthaimia, abnormally smalleyeballs.
Microthalmia(can affect-the total refrac-
tive status /of the eye (Roy et al., 1966;
O'Neill, 1967; Cooper, 1967).

Art, eyed problem sometimes found is
glaucoma, which- may be congenital or
secondary following an operation to
remove cataracts (Roy et al., 1906;
Cooper, 190). Glaucoma is an increase in
pressure within the eye because the
aqueous fluid does not escape. This
pressure kills retinal cells and optic nerve
fibers.

These children sometimes hive
strabismus, a failure of both eyes to direct
their gaze at the same object
simultaneously (Roy et al., 1966; O'Neill,
1967). Also, nystagnius, involuntary move-
ment of the eyeball, is often present after
several months of age since fixation
reflexes fail to develop due to the
catarac''s effect on the child's vision.

PRESENT VISION STIMULATION
PROGRAMS ,

Despite these eye/ problems, most deaf -
'blind children do have at least some
residual vision. If they are trained to use
this vision, they nay develop substantial
visual efficiency.,However, the compound;
ing of the visual disabilities with the hear-
ing loss and consequent language deficit,
and the brain damage which causes learn-
ing problems, make it necessary td modify
present visual programs to meet the needs
of low functioning deaf-blind children.

The emphasis in current vislOn stimula-
tion programs is on the development of
visual perceptual skills a a basis for
cognition and academic tasks. The child
first learns to discriminate geometric
forms and three dimensional objects tat-
tually and visually, and later on a visual
basis only. The child then recognizes and
makes finer and finer discriminations ue-
hveen objects by shape, size, position, col-
or, class, and use He learns the concepts
of same and different, spatial concepts,
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jests or ones that t add likes, and re'
cording his ability 1, shift attention from
one object to another.

To check for eye-hand coordination and
figure-ground discrimination, an effective
activity is to place ilevieal objects of dif-
ferent sizes and colors on the floor and
havettke child pick them up. These objects
should ue of contrasting colors so that they
can Le easily seen. Candy and other food
are Particularly good for this activity.
Evaluate what size they must be for the
child to see them, and how close he must
be to the objects Wore he sees them.

Other activities to check for eye-hand
coordination involve giving the child dif-
ferent objects, one at a time, to play with
for a short time. The teacher then takes
the Wed, holds it in front of the child, and
records if he reaches for it. To check for
eye-foot coordination, place several pieces
of bright colored paper on the floor as a
path and have the child walk --from one
paper to the next.

Activities sholild also be included which
assess perceptual skills such as the ability
to match identical objects, objects of
similar ship., similar size, and similar
color. Activities involving matching ob-

, sects to pictures of the objects and picture
to picture should also be used.

All of these materials and methods are
suggestions which can be modified and ex-
panded for the individual child.

It is essential that the *whir record the
child's responses in each of the assessment_
etfiVitte% alFweiteil other cbservatiois
made while presenting the activities to the
child. Record keeping might include obser-
vations of the following:

,1. General condition of the eyes.
Are they infected?
Do they constrict when light is

' presented?
is there considerable nystagthus?

2. Use of the eyes. 1.
Does the child use one eyP more
than the other?
Does the child use both eyes
simultaneoulUY?

3. Body movements.
Does the child move his head to see
more clearly from a particular Part
of the eye?
Does the child adjust his body to aid
in focusing?

4. Tgctile skills.
Does the child depend on tactile in-
formation to discefn the nature of
objects?

5. Distance and silt
Is there an optimum distance at
which the child can see objects?

Is there an optimurnsize for objects
to beseen?

6. Response to color.

Meath, child respond to all or only
some colors?

The StImulatlen Program

When the initial evaluition is complete,
the teacher uses thee information to
develop long and short term goals, ac-
tivities, materials, and methods of collec-
ting formative and summative data on
each child. Many of the same activities
used in the initial evaluation Can belled
and elaborated on to develop then skills.
It is important to use several different
methods and materials since different
children will be stimulated by different
things.
The following outline is in exemPle of

the stimulation program.
o

I. Wool skills
A. Attention (to Eght and ebfects)

luaNzatIon
C. Waking
D. koala
E. Rgureiround

I). Moir skills Week* *Ian
A, lady dameasat: running, lumpIag,happiaa,

craning Ihe
B. EmbeadaerdlaMein

1. Gram meter: proles suggestkes
ball and We bee activities mhos threw
Ing. catching, bouncing, haling targets

2. Flat alder: scut & pasting, pallet%

C. Eyrie. pravlate=me
0011 walking an
a liae; limakeavearabiacle; atoll

Mu*
W

mstility: In Ike delmaelet
hin&

IV. Nay Wee: eleallfflualen M body Own.

Vella

War*
. avacItoemsvament -

V. VeleadOemed000
A. OlicriallastIoa at ablest? *apes, Mask col-

ors, awl *twee
intl diminution

lagaser,Ir4
yiskajeititolf ease the clition Ingram

The child should be encouraged to use
his vision in performing other activities.
For example, if **child is learning Wised
himself, encourage him to us his vision kr
finding the spoon or food on the plate. If he
is learning to dress himself, encourage
him to use his vision to find his clothes and
to put then On.

Deamieneathw

A system of collecting formative and sum-
Matfett evaluation data should be In-
corporated into the teaching program.
This docuMentation May be In the Will of
developmerai scales, behavioral char*
anecdotal reeds, videotaping, or other
systematic approach to data collection.
The mettexl of documentation used is up to
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the discretion of the teacher; the ,impor-
tant thing is to have some system of recor-
ding the child's progress.

NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Vision stimulation, particularly TNion
stimulation for low functioning deaf
rubella children. Is a new area Research
must be conducted by those who are
teaching low functioning . *deaf-blind
rubella children. Methods and(Meteriele
should be developed; to 'assist ,these
children * learning to sae their residual
vision. regardless of their level of function-
MO Or Alegre* of visual loss..

This project was funded by the
Slimily Of -Education for the Hand-
icapped, Pubic Law 01.23% Tine
VI, Education of the Handicapped
Act, Part C. DEC-0-7449304.
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Initial ins ruction&
ategies for the

Severely Handicapped:
"Look at Me"
ROBERT CREDO
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EUGENE EDGAR

Robert Croix; is Coordinator of Field
Training and Leonard A. Kenowitz Is Pro-
jet; t Marlow of the Severely Handicapped
Person* Preparation Program, Ex
Penmen's, Education Unit, College of

0 As the public schools assume the
responsibility of' educating the severe-
ly/profoundly handicapped, teachers are
faced with novel instructional problems,
In many cases the traditional subject
areas of reading, arithmetic, and writing,
are not appropriate for these children aril
teachers find themselves attempting- to
teach more basic developmental
such as beginning,communicatkon skills,:
basic gross motor behaviors, and
primitive responses to stintufi. Since Wadi-
Ilona( teacher, training programs
(including special education train)
seldom deal with instructional prricedures
for such low: level behaviors, WO..
teachers have turned to developmental
checklists as their basic cursicuium guidt.

__ptigheri observe individual student
bAavioraNcietennine what develOpMen-'
tat skill shouldte-taught by following fhir_
sequence of normal behav
ment. in many cases, this technique is
most appropriate for the severely Ns*
kapped.! However, with some childrefb'
especially low response children (children
who have few, if any, bltitovtofst
retponsett, additional instrgctionii. pro,
adores are necessary bofOr twit
developmentarbehavkescan be*bit

Beforeinstructional Procedures Can hi
developed for fo* rewrite Children, the
children muithehrgught Under stimulps,
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UMW thirsiftIiech
batStoior Islmay toast* &wit .

-unkempt lionirrer, If instruc-
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grami beforeComing to the ExperiMen-n

tal Ed ation Unit when he was 12 years
old. snit al assessment with the Uniform
Perform e Assessment System reveal-
ed a v limited behavioral repertoire.
He has v rtually no self help skills. In fact,
feeding, dressintratitgerteral hygiene are
a major problem in caring for Fred. In the
gross motor area' Ored shows a limited
ability to turn his t ad slightly when in a
supine *Rion. In t area of communica-
tions (expressive a receptive) he has
few observable behiors. He does laugh
aloud, but this is often not in an ap-
propriate situation. He does startle to a
loud sound and will turn his eyes and head
toward verbalizations and sounds in his
immediate environment. Fred can also
track in a 150 degree arc when his head is
stabilized. He can focus on objects but
shows little consistency when required to
do so in a structured program.

`THE BASIC STRATEGY

Before instruction could begin, procedures
had to be instigated to establish basic con-
trol over Fred. Since Fred did not con-
sistently perform any one 'specific
behavior on demand, three basic
responses were selected for training as

' prerecfulsite for all future instruction.
First, on command, Fred would look at
(make eye contact with) the teacher. Se-

. condo a.f command, Fred would look at
(make eye contact with) an object. Final-
ly, on command, Fred would touch the ob-
ject. These three observable behaviors
became the instructional objectives for
Fred. The same basic instructional pro-
cedures were used to elicit each of these
behaviors. The command was given,
"Fred, look at me." A S second latency of
response was tolerated. When Fred cor-
rectly emitted the behavior within 5
seconds of the command, he wasreinforc-

-ed. ;f 7-red did not make the correct
response within S seconds, he was
physically prompted until the correct
response was made and then reinforced.
Thus, each trial resulted in Fred receiving
reinforcement, either after a correct, self
initiated response or a physically promo-

, ted response. Once these three 'behaviors
were under stimulus control of the instruc-
tor, basic developmental behaviors could

,,be taught.

INITIAL PROGRAM ASSESSMENT

In order to assess whether or not Fred
would perform the activities of the "look at

. me" program, baseline data were
gathered for three days. The teacher
gathered information relative' to Fred's

L

,\4,
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"Fred, look et rne.'"

.eye tracking abilities, random eye
movements, free 4iand movements, and
eye focusing behavior. Fred had good
bilateral eye movement, did attend to
specific stimuli in the classroom environ-
ment, and his left hand moved more fluidly
and at a much higher rate than his right

, hand. Therefore, from the three days of in-
itial assessment the teacher concluded
that Fred could indeed begin the "look at
me" educational program.

CHOOSING A REINFORCER

The next step in the rogram w to deter=,
mine what would rei e ed to per- \
form the activities of the 0 at me" pro-
gram. A number of options were discussed
prior to experimenting with various rein-
forcers. A pediatrician who was consulted
warned that any excessive visual or
auditory reinforcer might precipitate
seizures, thereby endangering Fred and
confounding the experimental results.
Fred'i much too fragile body geructure
.ruled out the the use of a vibrator. Food
was discussed, but a history of working
with theoptient showed that food was not
reinforcing to him and it would take too
long to'feed him to make the reinforcer
meaningful. A verbal reinforcer ac-
companied by light rubbing of Fred's
chest was selected.

During the three initial program assess-
ment days, the combination of verbal rein-
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forcement and sc,t stroking was explored.
The teacher concluded through observing
the reaction of Fred to various types of
verbal reinforcement that the social rein
forcer should be a loud "Hooray for Fred"
in combination with Mild stroking of the
chest. It was also determined th ©t when
reinforcing Fred the teacher would be as
close as possible for maximum reinforce-
ment results.

PHASE 1:

LOOK AT ME

Ffed was seated in his wheelchair and the
feeder, in order to be as close to Fred as
POss;ble, was seated on a low teble with hiS
legs placed on either side of the
wheelchair. The teacher said, "Fred, lot*
at me." I i Fred's eyes met the teacher's he
was reinforced simultaneoUsly with a loud
"Hooray for Fred" and 'a mild stroking of
the chest. If his eyes did not meet the
teacher's, the teacher turned Fred's head
until eye contact was made and then the
reinforcer waeepplied. In both cases,
Fred was allowed approximately 3 to 5
seconds to.-respond and only 1 command
per trial was' given. Two sets of 10 trials
were perfOrmid, each set of 10 trials lasted
approximately 7 minutes with a 3 minute
break between the 2 sets of trials. The
distance between the teacher's face and
Fred was gradually increased as profi-
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"Fred, look."

ciency at correct responses increased.
Correct and incorrect responses. Were
recorded.

It is important that all phases of this pro-
gram occur in a distraction free environ-
ment in order to maximize the student's
attention to the teacher. The teacher
should place his face as closras possible to
the student and reinforce any eye contact
immediately. Also the teacher should play
for about 5 minutes with the student as a
warmup period.

PHASE 2:

LOOK At THE BALL

A bright orange rubber ball with about 10
nodular protrusions was used as the object
for the second phase of the program. Fred,

) seated in his wheelchair (the teacher did.
not Sit with nos legs wrapped around the
steelchair), was commanded "Fred,

\ look" and simultaneously the orange ball
was moved to one of three eye level-posi-
tions (straight ahead, to the far right, and
f,r left). Once again, If Fred looked at the
ball he was reinforced with a loud "Hooray
for Fred" and simultaneous chest strop

. -ing. If (red did not respond in the 3 t6 S
second time period, the teacher turned
Fred's head to look at the ball and then
reinforced him. Again, only 1 command
per trial was given with 2 sets of 10 trials
conducted, each lasting about 5 minutes

with a 3 minute break between sets. The
distance of the ball from the teacher was
approximately 2 feet. Correct and incor-
rect rexonses were recorded.

if important for the teacher to place

A
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the ball in the easiest position for the stu-
'dent to see it. for Fred, this was at,eye
level. As proficiency increases, move the
ball up and down from the student's eye
level. The teacher should play with the
ball, rubbing it on the student's chest, face,
and arms yetetossing it up in the air fora 5
Minute warmup period.

PHASE 3:

TOUCH THE BALL
For the third phase of the program, the
teacher placed the ball by Fred's left hand
and commanded; "Fred, touch it Since
Fred% usual hand position is straight-ver
tkal and parallel with the torso, the ball
was placed at about t *inch straight drop
from his hand. If Fredmoved his hand and
touched the ball he was hriVediatelY rein-
forced, if not the

"Hooray for

slowly took
Fred's hand and moved 1 to touch the ball
andrewarded him with
Fred" and chest rubbing. Two seta of 10
trials were run with.i To 7 minute rest
period between the 2 seta of trials. Only
one command per trial Was given. Correct
and incorrect responses were recorded.

Again, Ns helpful if teacher initiates
-a S minute warmup period'where the ball

is placed on the student's chest, and face
and also on the student's hand; if able,

the teacher should have the student asp
the ball. On Initial trials the teacher should
place the ball clostiolhe is hand;

"F ed, touch lt,",

A
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The utility of behavioral intervention
techniqttes in education is no longer of
question. They have been used to manage
both social and academic behavior pro-
blems with virtually every category of ex-
ceptional individuals. Recently the tenets
of applied behavior analysis have also
been used to change behavior in public set-
tings such as theaters (Burgess, Clark, &
Hendee, 1971) and a public campground
Mark, Burgess, & Hendee, 1972).

While educators have bemoaned the dif-
ficulties of transporting children to and
from school since the inception of the
public transportation movement, few at-
tempts have been made to solve behavior
problems arising on school buses by
means other than disallowing given
students to ride the buses. Everett,
Heywood, and Meyers (1974) demon-
strated the effectiveness of is token
economy for increasing the nun.)er of
riders on a quasi public bus, and Rtisch,
Mongrella, sad Presbie (1972) shoWed that
"quiet" behavior of a group could be in-
creased on a school bus by reinforcing its
occurrence with music. Campbell, Adams,
and Ryabik (1974) used a time out pro-
cedure (stopping the bus) contingent on
any instance of standing, incorrect in seat
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ly a Teacher at the Cobb County
Psychoeducational Center. Elizabeth
Williams Creagh is a Learning Disabilities
Teacher at Marietta Junior High School,
Marietta, Georgia. Sara Reale is the
Director of the Cobb County Psychoeduca-
tional Center.

posture, or fighting by any of the 21
students riding bus. Frequency and
duration of the ,arget behaviors declined
to zero or near zero during the treatment
conditions. While it might not be possible
to use stopping the bus in high traffic en-
vironments, it would seem that this
general approach should be applicable to
that very common concern of educators
and parents alike engendering and
maintaining appropriate behavior of
students while theylide buses to and from
school. In addition to bringing atout an in-
crease in safety because the bus driver is
allowed to give fuller attention to the act of
driving, other cienefits might accrue; the
development Of successful systems for the
operant management of behavior which
extends beyond the proximity of the
teacher in the school would be very
desirable. Positive experiences and in-
teractions would increase for students as
their inappropriate behavior decreased,
and those persons having responsibility for
the youngsters parents, teachers, grid
bus drivers undoubtedly would relict to
them in a more favorable manner.

The following are three examples of sim-
ple, successful programs for eliminating
inapproprirte behavior on school buses.

29

PROGRAM I
This program was developed in an effort to
eliminate (a) out of seat, (b) throwing, and
(c) hitting behaviors of youngsters while
they rode a school bus to and from school
daily. Modification procedures were uti-
lized only in the afternoon during the
children's ride home from school on a 40
passenger school bus.

Students

The subjects for this study were 16 special
education students ranging in age from 7
to 13 years. They were enrolled in four dif-
ferent classes in two schools in DeKalb
County, Atlanta, Georgia. The majority at-
tended self contained classes for
youngsters with learning disabilities; the
remainder attended classes for the mildly
to moderately retarded.

Procedure

Behaviors of concern while the children
rode the school bus were defined as
follows:

1. Throwing: occurred each time a
youngster threw, blew, or projected an ob-
ject into the air in any way. Event record-
ing was used to determine the operant
level of this behavior.
. 2. Hitting: was defined as raising one's
hand in a threatening manner toward
another or actually hitting another person.
Event recording was used to determine the
frequency of this behavior.

3. Out of seat: all behavior other than
sitting on the seat with the trunk of the
body facing the Val of the bus. The
"placheck" (Hall, 1971) method of record-
ing was used to measure this behavior,
enabling the observer to record the per-
cent of out of seat behavior for the group
each day.

After baseline measures were obtained
for each of the behaviors, letters explain-
ing the program were sent home to the
parents of the children riding the school
bus. Both the student and his parents were
asked to sign the letter if they wanted to
participate; parent participation was in
the form of providing backup reinforce-
ment according to their values and com-
mensurate with the behavior change ex-,
hibited by their child. Tokens were a smil-
ing face stamned on the back of the child's
hand as he exited from the bus if his
behavior met criterion at the end of the
ride. Criterion, in keeping with the multi-
ple baseline design used, was first no
throwing, then no throwing or hitting, and
finally no throwing, hitting, or getting out
of seat.



Results
During baseline conditions an average of
fouriloowing events and about 14 hitting
events occurred each day and, using a
placheck recording technique, a moan of
49% out of seat behavior was recorded. On
the sixth day of the program, When letters
were sent to the parents and the children
were informed of the initial contingency,
no throwing, immediate changes were
observed in the behavior being cons.-
quated. Reductions in hitting and ri of
,seat behaviors also occurred as soon s the
contingency was applied.

DitaM111011

Sequential reduction of imppropriate
behavior was achieved by Making

receipt of the happy face stamp contingent
on first no throwing, then no throwing and
no hitting, then no throwing, no hitting,
and no out of seat behavior. Whether.
similar results would have been obtained
by an alteration of the sequence or by re-
quiring simultaneous reductions in all-
three behaviors is speculative and awaits
further research. .

= PROGRAM 11

This program was initiated for the purpose
of decreasing the following behaviors ex-
hibited by youngsters while riding school
buses to and from school:

1. Failure to buckle seatbelts.

2. Unbbckling seatbelts while riding.

S. Screaming, cursing, name calling.
4. Touching, hitting: or taking things

from others.

Students

Subjects for this study were 25 students
ranging in age from S to 12 years who were
attending classes for children with
behavioral disorders. They were
transported to and from school on

minibuses, with eight or nine students
riding on etch bus. Actual riding time on
the buses ranged from about one-half hour
to an hour and a half for individual
students.

I
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Figure 1. Moon frequencies of hitting and 'throwing and percent of out of seat behavior across all conditions.
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Procedure
Recordings of the number of behaviors for
each pupil were colleCted.

Data were converted to Mean number of
inappropriate behaviors per day per child
while riding the bus, as the investigators
were interested In developing a group con-
tingency where a changing criterion could
be usecIto decrease the average number of
disruptive behaviors On-the buses.

Following the baseline data collection, a
response cost program was established. At
the end of each school day, all bus riders
were issued a card with two rows of 10
checks depicted on it. These cards were
carried on the bus during the ride home
and the ride back to school the following
morning. During each ride, bus drivers
had a clipboard holding tally sheets beside
them on which all students' names had
been written in bold colored letters to
make them easy to identify at a glance.
Whenever a student engaged in inap-
propriate behavior, a tally mark was
placed next to his name and the bus
driver said, your seatbeit is un-
buckled. I'm putting a mark next to your
name." At the end of each ride, the bus
driver crossed out one check on the card
for each behavior that had been noted for
each child ache exited from the bus. As the
children entered their classrooms each
morning, the teacher recorded the points

7
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5

4

3

2

0

left on the card from the ride home the day
before and the ride to school morning.
Reinforcement was available to the
students every Friday on the following
basis:

50 chicks: see an entertaining film
60 checks: film and pokorn
70 checks: 'film, popcorn, and soft

drink
80 checks: film, popcorn, soft drink,

and ice cream

At the end of each week of consequation
- "prices" were increased by 10 checks, that
is, the criterion for reinforcement was
raised.

Results

During baseline, the students averaged 6.7
inappropriate behaviors per day, with a
range from 5 to 8.3. The first week of con-
sequation, the mean number of disruptive
bus behaviors decreased to 3,6 per child
per dat, with a range from 2.3 to 4.6. Dur-
ing the second and third weeks of conse-
quation, the mean number of disruptive
behaviors per child per day decreased to
2.4 and 1.8 respectively, with some
variability noted in the third week.

Discussion

Initially high rates of inappropriate bus
behavior were reduced appreciably

through this procedure. Sequentially . *

reducing allowable levels of inappropriate
behavior to receive reinfikement was
associated with reductions in the behavior.

PROGRAM Ill

This program was a sequel to Program II
and was carried out the following year.
The previous program was cumbersome in ;

its administration due Witte attempt to \
provide data on each studenrs behaviOr.. "\
The new program utilizetra data collection \
procedure which provided a measure for
each bus ace whole. Reinforcement was
*livered on a group contingent basis
rather than on an individual basis.

The behavicirs which the Orograr.i was
designed to decrease on the schclol buses
were:
1. 5hoUting, name-calling, cursing,
2. Putting feet in seats, in aisle, out win-

dows, etc,
3. Hitting, kicking, and pinchIng others, -1.

etc/.
4. Throwing objects, shooting rubber

bands, etc.
5. Littering the bus or streets or defacing

the bus.

Students
The subjects for this study were 39
students ranging in age from 5 to 12 years.
The children were attending a

Baseline

Initial contingency

I

Price increase

Price increase

Weeks 2 3

Figure 2. Daily mean number of inappropriate behaviors per pupil across all conditions.
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gisplayisig appropriate Uthaviar-on Ina bus reef*: in iisittwt reliteramettiefter theride.
pikhoeducational treatment center for he most improvement over the pries
students with behavior problems. week received& bonus which was usuallyi
Transportation was provided, by bitesindcandyber. ,

..,.

minibuses. At the beginning of the pro- Daily feedback was provided for the
gram there were three buses with 12 to 14 siddents by way of a chart posted in the
chit.), en per bus. Toward the end of the hallway. This chart had horktontil tracks
program there were four buses with 9 to 10 divided iv.to 20 equal intervals. Each, track
children per bus. , was assigned , to a specific band was

labeled with that bus number. The chart
Pnxedere had a movable finish* criterion line and

movable figires, cut fromposter paper, to
recreant the buses. The bus with the most
reduction in inappropriate behavior had a
let plane placed n Its track and positioned
so as Wet, ct I tending re tiVe to the ,
other buses and .ariterion 1 ne. Thebus
with the least reduction was represented
by a turtle. The chart was &rusted on a
daily basis.

The initial requirement of ale% reduc-
tion, in inappropriate bus behavior bed-to
be met for two consecutive weeks ad then
the criterion Web raised by another 20%.
This procedure as followed until the -ter-
minal criterion of 00% reduction was
reached.

Measurement of the frequency of target
behaviors was done by event recording us-
ing a hand held mechanical counter. Each
instance of a target behavior resulted in a
tally on the counter. There was no differen-
tiation among behavior categories in the
recording procedure.

A baseline was taken for one week on
each of the three original buses. After the
baselines were established, a response-
cost program was begun. Each bus was in-
itially required to reduce the levee, inap-
probriale ten behavior by 20% in order to
receive reinforcement.

Reinforcement was delivered on Friday
of each week or the last school day of the
week if Bun was not Friday. The reinforce-
ment consisted of 30 minutes free time in
the gym or outside and refreshments. The
refreshments consisted of a-5 ounce paper
cup filled with a scdtdrink and a small bac!
of r,,,pcom. In addition, The bus showing

Beginning with the sixteenth week-of the
program, a new bus was put into operation
and the students were redistributed over
the four buses. It would have been difficult
to obtain new baselines and begin over at
that point, so each bus was arbitrarily

asilinid a daily baselines 2Ohibldkrs
-'-,,plupeallat computing reduction of I

liropriate behavior. Tweittraelnied
was a littleflThaib.M!sdf$ir

ences Of misbehavior Wire :expected;
buses wand belles crewed and-

1w d somewhat shorter ter each but.'
10Ur buses were put on the 10%

.snring the baseline phase itteitinai tines
"..`-aiaestired MS, its, and130 Mordents of in-

iitOroptiahr -'behavior. :Thole Aniline
iota% have' been plotted as single data
points which represent the Man number

-0914 ..:Intiperday for th.ebaSelineWeek.
. -Bus 21$ (see--Figure 30 reached the
criterion of a 20% reductiOn n
mitibehaviorjerha consecutivraila In
thisecondtaili of the program. The 40%
criterion was reached in the fourth week,

40% criterion In thesevernh aiefik, and
fie10%criterion in the-thirteenth week.
Po' the entlabrograM, Bus 211 hada-did-
*mean of 4.11 incidents, which represents
ii:rnean overall reduction in inappropriate
behavior of 1196. 7,

Bus '219 Asa Figure 3b) ileached
criterion of a 20% reduction in hop'
previa* bus behavior fortwotenSecutive
weeks- WIN, fifth Week of the program-
The A% criterion-"was reached in the
twelfth week. This bus was Working-en the --:-
50% criterion level when the nevOukvias

Introduced and the students redistributed.
At thathme all buses were llinted *nth'
00% criterion. Bus mhadadbl,yme.nof
12.09 incidents for the kit prigiramallich
represents a mean- reduction- In
Misbehavior of 47% overall,

Bus .,.419 (see Figure XI reached the
criterion of a 20% rodeo** in bus
misbehavior for two cerliecutivi-weeks In
the second week of the litudY; the 40%
criterion In the eighth week, and the 10%
criterion in the tent* week. Over the
ours. of the whole program, Bust?) had
daily mean of 4.14 incidents, *bleb
represents a mean overall reduction in In-
appronriate bus behavior of 77%.

Bus 225 (sesFigure 3d) biewum into*
teenth week at the 10% criterienteVet
failed tortoni rilniorcemod only once dur =

Mg the seven weeks that it was part of the
program: The mean number of daily In-
cidents of misbehavior for Bus 225 was A .
1.14.

0111cUSSIon
The sequential redaction of the target

. behaviors in relation to increasingly
'stringent criterions for reintontement
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Figures& nu, mean laity frequency of inappropriate behavior
on hue 218 for 23 week& including the immense week.

suggests a causal relationship between the
procedure and the frequency of
misbehaelor on the school buses. The rela-
tionship is Most clearly expressed In the
data for Buses 218 and 229. Oath of these
buses adjusted their nitsbehaWor levels in
response to the criterion imposed at any
given time. Initially, Bus 218 reduced its-
behavior level mere than was necessary to
meet the 20% criterion and adjusted it up
for the 40% criterion and then back down
for the 60% level. Both of these buses pro-
bably could have been started on a more
stringent criterion than a 20% reduction in
1. isbehavior.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The three programs were implemented for
the purpose of reducing disruptive or inap-
propriate behaviors of special education
students while they were riding school
buses. The efficacy of rather simple rein-
forpment and response cost programs
was demonstrated through the use of a
multiple baseline design in the first proj-
ect, and changing criterion design in the
second Md third prOjects.
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Figure. Merman dolly fropiency of
on Bus Mt ,for IS vmelshisufa10117 fast

The programs were - InaxpenSlell_ and.
easy to Implement, although oneihouNite
*wan of difficultieseilldtMayerNeW11101.
others ere relied onto nianagubelupNoral
dung* Programs. tneeRalinstance it was
noted that the bus dri Nat cilifkulft
refraining from of verbal
reprimands and cSuidiUtt be
carried out. were cir
cumstances which teneequation
of behavior, including Who forgot,
lost point cards, special events or ac-
tivities at school, and Illnesses. Despite
these possible shortcomings, the
"behavioral change programs were very ef-
fective, Parents, school personnel, and the
children were enthmiastic about the. bus
Programs.
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The AutistieChild
in the
Regular School

MITCHEL A. MILLER

Mitchel A. Miller is a Teacher of Primary
Level Emotionally Handicapped Children
in the Locust Valley Central School
District, Locust Valley, New York.

0 On my Jirst day as teacher for the
primary level emotionally handicapped
class I noticed one boy who looked only at
his hands, did not talk, and did not move.
He was much smaller, than the others.
There was a glaze in his eyes, a deadness.
After working in a private school for
schizophrenic.Achildren for four years, I
recognized this boy as autistic.

Steve has I shall call him) was toilet
trained But his reports indicated p very
rarely said sniffling, did not Way with
children, ignored adults resisted iiistrec"
lion, and refused to participate In any ac-
tivity. Having worked with many
"Stevens," I knew the type of program he -
needed. But how could I work with Steve
while teaching my' other eight children
math, reading,' science, and so on? A
dilemma? I thought so, until my super-
visor suggested I tap an abundant source
of manpower, the distrkt high school.

HIGH SCHOOL HELPERS

I cantacted the high school guidance
counseler,,requesting voiteetesejewoorlr'
with a "very attractive disturbed boy."
Before long he sent me several volunteers,
Most at whom were interested in mr..clal
education as a career. After Interviewing
them, I selected a morning worker and an

The MIS* child *Med spotters cos*
fortabit in his shell.

fake pain. la other words, **helper must
Impose' himself thrust-Monsen into the ,,51

admit' Illeilng with Stave, maldngliim
radio something. This, Iteldthe helpers,
cracks that shell. The mere-activity we
give Steve, the more Stew Isgolattobala
contact WM-reality.

Naturally. I Save my Milers dentelk-

pgyback wistingSteve%"11-11111,11"fflenstreto

ptey

cars hick and forth, lick at picturearsew
draw and so on. Then
helpers Playing with Steve. Uffloottii-
was little to criticize, Mice lestiegerileve
playing with 'children. AMA, is all Nay
really had lode.

I also told the helper. to meld
manipulated hy Steve and to
thit they arialway* kitharae.
that autistic children ars
their "shell" and MOM mightwfust
engage kl an activity. -in this westimmt
be fortadloperticipate. My hildimpirtant j_f4-1

instruction was fteverie thlatideattylhap.
-ramble behavior front Sleveliqf
should ever Kick or spit, hintuotitti er
bed, shouiettit,- and firmly 9plopplido in
tits seat.

After? rmbcsurw,"lPapr*i
was retaylorell. One wienteer MAW at
tel. I* pkked up the day's 111111-ler
tivities from my dsW. went- alitted_ a
bookcase partition Mite rare thenliallt
and started warkftwith Stew. All 00 my
other helper arrived and did the same.

afternoon worker. They both said they
could spend about an hour a day with
Stowe.

MI first step was to explain Steve's
problem to the helpers. Autism,. i told
them, is a condition in which a child Is
withdrawn and isolated from his environ
ment. He remains in his own world,
oblivious to whet goes on around him. I
told the workers it would be their lob to
bring him hi contact with realityal much
as they pore,* couldfor as long as they
would be working with him. Steve, I ex-
plained, was enveloped by a concrete shell
separating him ftvni reality. The way to
break through this shellto bring him
back into the worldIs to bombard him
with activities on his Wel. The more ac-
tivities he is [waived inthe more actual
contact he has with the real worldthe
more we are going to chip awn at that
shell.

I abo explained that It was not enough he
lust give Stew some Clay and say "Play,
Stew." The helper must make a snake out
of the clay, and then wrap It around
atzve's arm, tickling him, pretending to
bite hint, mine through his hair making
Steve react to %taw and to a human be-
ing. And then the helper must put his hand
on tap of Steve's hand, make Steve roll out
a clay snake, hew Steve's snake "bite"
the helper, and have the helper howl hi
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befteficial to the child who needs en-
thusiastic play and stimulation more than
anything else,-,

In addition to/h4VIng,this intense atten-
tion, Steve alsqhas the advantage of being
surrounded bi relatively_ good models
the other children in the class. Now that
Steve has mine awareness of and plays
with the other children, he has appropriate
behavior to/imitate. While teaching in the
school for schizophrenic children, I saw
children progress, reach a level of
awareness, and then have only the bizarre
behavior of their classmates on which to
model themselves. But not only do the
other children provide good models for
Steve, they act as "extra" volunteers.
They love him like a baby brother, and
even argue over who will play with him. If
a child finishes his work early, I allow him
to play bubbles or balloons with Steve. In
the schonlyard, other children take Steve
on the swings or seesaws. Even on the
school bus, the children bicker over who
will sit next to Steve. All of these instances

provide extra beneficial interaction for
Steve.

One other immeasurable benefit of my
program has been its effect on Steve's
parents, particularly his mother. instead
of having her child go to an instifution or
institution-like school, she sees going
tt school with regular childr , traveling
with regular children, antlaying with
regular children, This at here, along
with Steve's progress, has made the
mother noticeably happier. She has also
become an actlye partlepant in class proj-
ects and PTA meetin%s.

ONE LIMITATION

For all its advantages, my program has
one severe/iimitation: it is applicable to
relatively / few autistic children. My
volunteer, my assistant, and I give Steve
"concentrated" blasts of activity and at-
tention. We cannot give the consistency of
attention needed to toilet train, extinguish

1 ;
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bizarreinannerisms, change grossly inap-
propriate behavior, or structure the
disoriented, disorganized autistic child.
The fact is,' most autistic children need
structured supervision and organization
a// the time they are in school, and even
after school. My program is suited for the
few children (from my experience,
perhaps 1094 of the autistic population)
who are withdrawn but do not have bizarre
mannerisms or grossly inappropriate
behavior.

Clearly, most autistic children should
not be in a regular school. But those who
can, should be. A program for the
withdrawn child using the teacher, the
teaching assistant, volunteer helpers, and
the other children offers the kind of
stimulation, attention, and atmosphere
that cannot be duplicated in the special
school. Special schools and institutions
should be combed for those children who
could benefit from a program -in the
regular schools. And those children who
could benefit should be so placed.

29
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A Learning Center
Quadrant Approach

PATRICIA T. CEGELKA
WILLIAM H. BERDINE
BECKE CLEAVER

Patricia T. Cegelka is Associate Professor
and William Berdine is Assistant Pro-
fessor, Department of Special Education,
University of Kentucky, Lexington. Becke
Cleaver is a Teacher at Bluegrass School,
Lexington, and a Graduate Student at the
University of Kentucky.

Two approaches to classroom
organization and management that have
been popularized in recent years are the
learning center approach and contingency
managed instruction. Various writers
have depicted the use of learning centers
in open classrooms, in self contained set-
tings, in resource rooms, 'and in college
courses (Berkman, 1974; Eberle, 1974;
Frank, 1974; Nelson, 1974; Volkmor,
Langstaff, & Higgins, 1974). It has been
suggested that learning centers can en-
compass the entire curriculum or can pro-
vide supplemental learning opportunities

----for_ more traditional instruction.
Regardless of the particular settings for
which it hat--been suggested, the ad-
vantages appear to be constant. A primary
advantage is that leaning centers can pro-
vide individualized instruction requiring
active learner involvement. An ancient
Chinese proverb, quoted in Structuring the
Classroom for Success (Volkmor, et al.,
1914) underscores the merit of this feature.

I hear ... and I forget
I see ... and I remember
I do ... and I understand

Not only does the role of the pupil change
from passive to active, from receiver to
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doer; but the role of the classroom teacher
is also altered. Under this system he,can
assume the role of instructional
manager/tutor in which he designs learn-
ing centers, tailors learning activities
within the centers to meet indiiidual
needs, writes student programs, and
monitors student progress. More of hisin-
structional development time can be spent
creatively in that the very nature of the
learning centers (individual or very small
group involvement) negates the need for
producing large numbers of duplicate
materials. For the same reasons, the in-
dividual or small group instructional
delivery format permits better utilization
of the classroom materials budget.

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

Learning centers as a method of instruc-
tion introduce the student to a school en-
vironment that requires a minimal level of
teacher supervision, immediate teacher
reinforcement, and independence-from
peer interaction. These are classroom
variables which many exceptional
children and teachers are quite familiar
with. The method, learning tented, needs
a facilitative delivery system. Contin-
gency management has been implemented

1,
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effectively across a wide variety of class-
room settings (Buckley & Walker, 1970;
Neisworth & Smith, 1973; WereB & Nelson,
1974) and there appears to be rather con-
clusive evidence to indicate its usefulness
in improving student motivation, ac- ~'
ceierating on task or attending skills,
facilitating individualized instruction, and
heightening pupil achievement (Thomp-
son, Brassell, Persons, & Tucker, 1974).

The use of contingency management in a
learning center apprOach has been
documented by Volkmor and colleagues
(1974) in shaping pupil acceptance Of the
centers. Beckman 1974) utilized a token
economy within a learning center program
for adolescent educable pupils. The use of
pupil performance areas as suggested by
Homme's (1970) physical division of The
Task Area from the Reinforcjiwg Event
Area is suggestive of the learning center
approach.

The classroom project reported below
incorporated learning venters and con-

Figure 1. The quadrant design of the
classroom.

tingency management procedures in a
quadrant design (see Figure 1) within a
classroom setting for trainable
adolescents. The quadrant design permit.
ted four levels of teacher/pupil interaction
to occur simultaneously, while Increasing
the degree of pupil independence from
direct supervision and teacher stint:06s
control. Contingency Management In-
struction procedures, token econoMV, and
pupil contracting were utilized to Nicilitate
student participation in the illearning
centers as well as to provide the teacher
with 4 data system to monitor daily and
weekly -popiLoctivities within the
classroom. The Contingergl Management
Instruction techniques selected-for use in
the classroom were ones believed toliest--__
simulate the management 5yitems the
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pupils would Confront in their activities out
of school and in potential vocational set-
tings. The learning centers themselves
were designed to facilitate higher and
higher levels of independent functioning in
these daily "..ing and vocational skill
areas.

PROJECT SETTING

The learning center quadrant approach
was inttituted with older adolescent
developmentally retarded pupils enrolled
in a special school for the trainable men-
tally retarded in a metropolitan area. The
six boys and four girls ranged in age from
17 to 20 and had scored from 36 to 61 (mean
49) on individual intelligence tests. The
Staff evaluation of pupil functioning bad
determined that training for competitive
employment and independent living was

not appropriate for these pupils. Conse-
quently, the curriculum,of the class was
geared toward eventual sheltered
workshop employment and sheltered adult
living. The general objectives of the class
are given below.

CLASSROOM OPERATION

Four learning centers evolved as a func-
tion of the stated classroom objectives,
with approximately one-fourth of the
physical space of the classroom being
di-voted .to each. These activity areas--
came to be known as (a) the academic
quadrant, (b) the homeskilis quadrant,
(c) the workshop quadrant, and (d) tile
reinforcing event (RE) quadrant. Each
day two to four tasks were provided in
each task quadrant, with a broad range of
activities existing in the RE quadrant.

General Objectives Of the Class--

I. Each student will demonstrate competency in the 20 basic home skills for the
developmentally retarded.

1. Make simple foods and
prepare basic meal.

2. Use kitchen utensils
(Vegetable peeler, knife, spatula).

3. Open ice trays.
4. Set table.
S. Wash dishes.
6. Empty trash.
7. Clean sinks and other fixtures.
1. Sweep with broom.
9. Use vacuum cleaner.

10. Dust furniture.

11. Make bed.

12. Use washer and dryer.

13. Fold and hang clothing.
14. Sew on button.

15. Iron clothing.
16. Polish shoes:

17. Uselephone.
It. Feed pets.
19. Water plants.

20. Set alarm cloCk.

II. Each student will demonstrate competency in 12- basic lob Sttitudes necessary for
workshop employment.

1. Be on time.
2. Do not waste time.

3. Do the assigned job.
4. Go on to the next job when finished.
5. Get along with other workers.
6. Face work (orient towauu work).

7. Follow directions.
8. Do a (pod job.

9. Be careful with the job.
10. Take care of the tools ana the j )b parts.

11. Use tools and job parts appropriately.
12. Stay on task.

III. Each student ...II demonstrate competency on those academic skills deemed necessary
and prereduisite for sheltered employment and living (e.g., math skills related to use of
the time clock).

IV. Each student will demonstrate social behaviors
employment.

1. Act like an adult.
2. Use free time (work breaks)

appropriately.
3. Wait in line appropriately.
4. Ride bus and travel independently.

that are acceptable for workshop

S. Function well as a member or
a group, as well as independently

6. Demonstrate self directioia
use of time.

V Each student will demonstrate the ability to stay on task for extended periods of time.

New tasks were Continually being design-
ed and rotated into the task areas.

At the beginning of school day, each stu-
dent would draw his work schedule ticket
from the classroom schedule box. The
ticket would sRecify the initial quadrant to
-Whkh tWitlent was assigned as well as -
the specific task in the quadrant that the
student was to complete. The ticket also In-
cluded the individual task aSSignmet.ts for
each of the other quadrant areassalthough
the students had the option of deciding the
order in which they entered the two re-
mining quadrants. No more than t3ur
students were permitted in a single
quadrant at a time and color coded clothes
pins, which the students removed on enter
ing a quadrant and replaced when leaving,
indicated the availability of pupil spaces In
that area.

The teacher and a paraprofessional cir-
culated among the students, making Prog-
ress checks, providing individual
assistance, evaluating completed tasks,
and validating student coupon books for
acceptable task completion. At all times
during quadrant activities the students
were encouraged or reinforced (verbally)
for self directive betaviors. A major ob-
jective of this procedure was to accelerate
the rate of self Initiatory types of
behaviors in the students' totat-rt oxertoire
of responses in both task activities as well
as the RE and social activities. Particular
attention was paid to students
demonstrating these various types of self
initiatory behaviors through use of ft"
as recommended peer models and by ex-
hibiting products of their work. In essence,
a fairly normal competitive environment
was approximated for a vocational setting
such as a sheltered workshop. Students
could spend their validated coupons in a
variety or ways. They could spend them
for admission to the RE quadrant, either
Intermittently during the day or during the
last 30 mindtes of the day when the RE
quadrant was open to everyone. Students
also could save coupons to spend at the
weekly store at which high preference
commodities such as comic books,
records, beauty items, and special event
ticketi" could be purchased. If a student
completed all of his assigned tasks, and
chd not wish, to spend coupons in the RE
quadrant, he had the option of cycling back
through the task quadrants for additional
tasks which could earn him additional
coupons.

PROBLEMS iN IMPLEMENTATION

VI. Each student will utilize free time in a constructive manner, engaging in activities of his Several problems were encountered in im
owii choosing. plementing the learning center quadrant
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teaching the Profoundly
Handicapped I
in the Public Salmi
Setting
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C Until recently the responsibility for the
profoundly handicapped has been borne
primarily by medical and social service
personnel. Educators have neglected their
role in providing the education that these
children require to progress toward self
care and independence.

As a result of recent legislation and
litigation (e.g., Mills vs. Board of Educa-
tion of the District of Columbia, 1972)
public school personnel are required to
provide education for the profoundly hand.
icapped. In order to handle this respon-
sibility classes for the profoundly hand-
icapped are being organi,.. 4, teachers
are behg trained, and appropriate cur-
ricula are being developed. There is a na
tionwide trend to remove these individuals
from the custodial, vegetative existence
that has been their lifestyle to one of
awareness and involvement. In st,rt, the
educational potential of the profoundly
handicapped is being recognized.

The purpose here is to provide teacherst,
with some basic considerations of instruc
Lion. These considerations have been
derived from the authors' experiences of
working directly with the profoundly hand-

for the Severely, Profoundly al Multiply
Handicapped Sptacial Project at the
University of Northern Iowa. The prepara-
tion of this article was supported in part by
HEW coecial Project Grant No.
451AH50S511. This article is a modification
of an article that appeared in AAESPH
Review, 1976, 1(3), 1-17.

icapped as well as from many hours of
conversation with -personnel nvolved in
the care of such children.

CONSIDERATION 11

Get the profoundly handicapped child
physically relaxeo before beginning .

trainng sequence.
Experience has spawn that many pro-

foundly handicapped children become
physically rigid or tense when placed in a
new situation or with unfamiliar people. In
this state of excitation the child is unable
to focus his attention on the task to be
learned.

In order to relax the child, the environ-
mem should be, as much as possible,
devoid of distracting Distractors
such as an excess of materials within the
child's visual range or the occurrence of
any sudden movements or loud noises
should be reduced to a minimum.

To relax the child, rapport can be gained
by being friendly and calmly talking to the
Lhild. Rocking im in the fetal position
gently can relax e muscles of a small
child. Hydrothera (placing the child i
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warm, circulating water) and gently rub-
bing and/or tapping the opposing muscles
of the contracted body parts can be used
for larger as well as smaller children. In
addition, soothing stimulation such as
quiet background music r.:_tn be employed
to help filter out auditory distractions and
maintain a calming atmosphere.

If tlyi child is calm and relaxed, he is
more likely to be able to focus on the learn-
in2 task than if he is tense and rigid with
his muscles contracted. (It should be noted
that a few children's muscles ere flaccid
rather than tense and rigid. Activities such
as placingthem in a tight, flexed, ball-like
position canhelp.

CONSIDERATION /2

The profitundly handicapped child sltothd
he properly positioned for goid.body align-
ment and optimal visual range and
movement.

Due to the extreti _ mental and physical
handicapping conditions of the profoundly
handicapped, they are frequently put into
cribs or beds for a rnnsiderable pert of
each day. At other times they pay be
placed in wheelchairs to enhance their
mobility. Unfortunately, they are
sometimes not properly positioned. As a
result, many of these r`oldren develop
physical deformities and have a
restricted visual range.

Such accommodations can give the pro-
foundly handicapped child a distorted view
of his environment. While in a reclining
position on an all day basis the bulk of
visual stimuli availaole includes only ceil-
ings and upper body portions of other in-
dividuals. In standard wheelchairs, lack-
ing adaptive equipment -for positioning,
the child frequently does not have the head
and ' unk control to sit up straight so his
visual range is limited to the floor space in
the area around the wheelchair and the
legs and feet of others. In short, anyone
subjected visually to only ceilings, floors,
and isolated body parts will develop a
distorted perception of their environment.

In addition, extended or improper use of
cribs and staadard wheelchairs can be
physically debilitating. Profoundly hand-
icapped children generally have woor
control of body parts. When placed in cribs
for extended periods of time they general-
ly lack the ability to keep their limbs posi-
tioned for proper growth. Also, exercise to
develop the muscles is not facilitated. The
result may involve twisted, deformed
limbs having One or no muscular develop-
ment \and poor body functioning such as
circulation, digestion, and respiration.
Similarly. the sling seats and backs ofsome
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Proper positioning is crucial lo the devalopnwintol self help skint

'-.standard wheelchairs do not provide the
Nowt needed to develop appropriate
body alignment, functioning, and growth.
without proper support in the prod;

Some children will tend to sit with
"arid shoulders rounded. Extended

periods of silting in such a position can
cause trunk problemS, scoliesis, and dr
formitiesti the trunk and extremities

Such factors maks the importance O.
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to meet each child's needs should be
available when needed. The adapted chair
should provide support to tieback and but-
SOM., l money, seat wedges and belts
in the adopted Os can be used to keep

This child's back steeled and aid In rode
abnormal -reflexes seem the Etter

---4or thrust reflex (uncontrolled-straighten-
lag of Me arms, legs, head, and back on

,,,,stImulation or exchenient). Stabilisers to
Me*. involuntary movements of tf

arms hnd feet. neck pillows to keep ire
beadle* alignment, as welt is footrests,
braces and laptramihould be *thins
available to the child. Melia of such
desiriTnerottekitii esualrange and body
functioning (circulation, diaseloe, etc.) of
the child and reduces the opportunsty for
defemities to develop. It ea places the
chili-in the best position to use his lite* to
engage In training.

it should be noted that an adapted chair
is a 'prescription Mei and requires proper
fitting by a queliflid Individual. However,
the teacher can be aware of theindivkluel
needs of the child add note these to the
prescribing individual so the child can
receive the chair that most appropriately
enhaltos his abilities.

A war of caution should be Included
here. A child's muscle growth and mbar
meat potentiate can be stifled -if he is strar
pod Or otherwise held in a particular post-- .;-?

lion improperly or beyond the point ab-
*Mistily needed. At certain points le %se
children need freedom to rtWe in ardor --)
devesp properly. Therefore, with t t Sir
positioning, with straps or by other it. .-.41e
chiloren tacking the ability to sit up
without support is beneficial in many
.mes, there are inherent dangers the

must be avoided, As noted earlier, the
teacher should consult a qualified In-
dividual (usually a physical or omen.:
hone therapist).

At

proper positioning obvious. For ono Ming,
the child should never be left in a reclining
position throughout the day. During those
times when he it placed in a reclining posi-
t'. a, pillows and bolsters can be used to
foster proper body alignment. Frequent
rePositIontne turning ins child from,
prone to supine or on his side) can help
prevent deformities and assist circulation
and digestion. In addition, adapted chairs

Adapted chairs should be gradually in-
, traduced to the child. Initially the child

should be positioned in the chair for
several 13-30 minute intervals until he can
spend 3 hours nor day in the chair. The
child should not be placed in the chair for
prolonged wiods of time or on an all day
basis since mender) or Other problems
may develop. Portions of every day should
be spent out of the chair on a firm surface
such as the floor. This also provide* an op-
portunity for the teacher to examine the
child air evidence of pressure areas
(manifested by inflammation, sore,
bruises etc.) that may indicate needed
changes in the adapted chair. It should be
notee that proper positioning on thtfloor IS
important also., FIIIIVIO (1975) is an ex-



cellent source of suggestions regarding
this.

Proper positioning is essential to pro-
moting optimal growth and capitalizing on
the learning potential of the profoundly
handicapped child. In addition, lifting and
carrying' nonambulatory children with
proper body alignment firmly in mind is
important. There are ways when carrying
a child to offset his or her tendency to im-
properly position a limb of other body
parts. Finnie (1975) is also a good source of
informatic. regarding lifting and carry-
ing.

- CONSIDERATION 03

Get the profoundly handicapped child ac-
tive involved.

A otaracteristic of the profoundly hand-
icapped pont_ ation is their initial need for
dependent care. When the you mg profound-
ly handicapped child enters school he
ienerally does not possess the capability
of independently caring for his basic
needs. Another characteristic of profoUnd-
ly handicap* children is their need for
passive exercises (requ:ring no behavior

. of the child). Many of these children sim-
ply lack the ability to actively move their
body pal It

Dependent care enables the child to get.
his basic biological needs ! gestion of
food, warmth, cleaning of dirt and
bacteria horn the body, etc.) met when he
is unable to handle them himself. Passive
exercises directly comi lunicate to the
child what body parts he has, where his
body parts are, and the possible
movements that can be made by each body
part. Such knowledge provides the child
with direction for exploration. Therefore
dependent care and passive exercises are
important and necessary approaches
when initially working with the profoundly
handicapped.

However, these two fundamental factors
are frequently inappropriately perceived.
The need for dependent care and passive

rcises are often perceived as the
primary and only guidelines for dealing
with profoundly handicapped children. As
a result adults tend to fall into the "trap"
of doing everything for the child rather
than allowing him to do whatever he can
for himself.

Short and long range goals for training
this population should focus on what the
child can do himself. Even if the goal is
only to have the child turn his head to-
ward the food source during feeding time,
the child should be actively involved to the
utmost extent he is capable, This fictive

involvement is imperative for developing
and strengthening the muscles and in-
tegrating the thought processes to enable
the child to understand how to perform ac-
tivities on his own. Unless the child be-
t,)mes actively involved in performing be-
laviors to get his needs met, he will pro-
bably never develop the full understand-
ing, strength, or motivation to care in-
dependently fur his own needs. In short.
the teacher should rer ember that while it
is necessary to assist me child to complete
certain responses, the teacher should
gradually withdraw (fade) his effortsin
many instances, the teacher should work
backwards from the end of the sequence,
that is, try to get the child to do The last
step after the teacher has done the rest.
Next, get the child to do the next to

should be systematically employ .

enable him to gain some degree of recep-
tive and expressive language. Interactions
during training sequences provide this op-
portunity.

To effectively utilize this opportunity
severai points should be considered., Dur-
ing training the teacher should position
himself on the same visual plane as the
child. (If the child is one mat or the floor,
the teacher should be down with him.) In
talking to the child whenever possible the
teacher's face should be directly in front of
the child's and in close proximity. le this
way the child can see facial gestures and
lip movements. The profoundly handi-
capped child can learn to associate cer-
tain facial expressions to the meaning they
convey. In addition the child can recognize

step. In this way he is always working into the fact that verbalizations come from the
a stop that he can already do. This pro-
vide reinforcement for the preceding step
and . ccasions the next one.

it ,ould be noted that involvement of
ily handicapped children in an ac-

tivi ist be systematically programed
and I. Jnerally slow in being realized. It
is often easier and quicker to perform. the
needed movements for the child. However
without being patient and allowing the pro-
foundly handicapped child to do for
hiItself whatever sn 3ii bit he can, he may
never achieve any oegree of indepen-
dence.

In many cases the child may be capable
of progressing in certain areas, yet inabil-
ity in another area may hold him back. For
example, a child may be able to eat in-
dependently by finger feeding and sucking
liquid through a saw, but not have the
control necessary to hold the drinking cup.
In such cases prosthetic devices can be
used to enhance the child's active involve-
ment and independence. With the use of an
elevated cup holder the child in the exam-
ple above may be able to complete a meal
independent of an attending adult.

Prosthetic aids can and should be used to
enhance active involvement and in-
dependence. Such aids are available for
nearly every aspect of independent func-
tioning the child might be engaged in dur-
ing the day.

CONSIDERATION #4I

Continue to talk ti, the profoundly hand-
icapped child.

The profoundly handicapped child
should receive, a great deal of meaningful
language stimulation that is highly
repetitious. For this reason every
available opportunity to tal.i to the child
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lips and mouth region. Also by being on the
same visual plane as the child, eye contact
can be made and used to aid the child in
focusing his attention.

When talking to the profoundly hand-
icapped child, keep all sentences short,
concise, Skilr and to the point. In this
way key won ds can be recognized and
underStood. Complex sentences are
generally too long to attend to and the rela-
tionships of the words to one another are
too difficult for the profoundly handi-
capped child to grasp. Lim it the use of pro-
nouns (this, that, etc.) since they do not of
themselves convey meaning. The abstrac-
tion of pronour4 may confuse the child
since they do not provide a zonsistent label
of a single item.

When giving verbal directions to the pro-
foundly handicapped child, repeat Mem
several times. Also use the same words
each time the direction is given. If dif-
ferent words are used the child may have
difficulty grasping the changes. In the ex-
ample, "Give teacher spoon"/"GIvo me
spoon," the switch from teacher to me
may be confusing. Of I. vurse, after the
Child acquires some rudimentary
vocabulary, the teacher will want to ex
pand systematically and use as many dif-
ferent words as each child can c 11-
prehend.

An excellent opportunity to teach labels
and activities is during dependent care
an training sequences. Otiring a feeding
sequence the teacher should label the
foods and activities, such as "Billy is
eating potatoes," as he assists the child in
guiding the spoon with potatoes to his
mouth; substitute names of other foods as
they are available. For teaching body
parts bathing provides an excellent op-
portunity to communicate. While bathing
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say, "Let's wash Billy's ears," "Let's
wash Billy's hair," etcetera, as you guide
his hand with the washcloth to various
body parts. d It should be remembered that
bathing may be a part of the school cur-
riculum for the profoundly handicapped as
may be the teaching of sensory awareness,
sucking, chewing, swallowing, folleting,
language acquisition, etc.). Such talking
while working with the child provides the
opportunity for him to develop a receptive
vocabulary and subsequently provides the
basis for an expressive one. It should be
noted that talking is highly reinforcing to
many children. Therefore, the timing
should be also considered when the
teacher talks.

When the young profoundly handicapped
child explores his ability to produce
vocalizatjons (cooing, gurgling, babbling,
speech sounds, etc.) he should receive ver-
bal response. In this way pecan recognize
that his verbal noises are useful and do
communicate. Responses to his sounds
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provide motivation for him to keep trying
to vocalize for attention.

Often the importance of verbalizations
directed toward the child is overlooked if
the child is diagnosed as being deaf.
However verbalizations directed toward
such a child should continue for several
reasons. First it is extremely difficult in
many cases to correctly diagnose des
in a profoundly handicapped child si
mental or physical proulems may be
cause of his not responding to sou
rather than his lack of ability to hear
sounds. Also most children with midi
handicaps possess some residual Mating
that can allow input to be processed when
spoken to individually without ancillary
auditory distractions or at certain sound
levels. Even if a child is totally deaf he
may' learn to recognize lip and facial
movements and expressions that can
enhance communication.

Talking to the profoundly handicappEd
child contributes considerably to enhartc-

ing his language system, a major compo-
nent of learning and social interaction.

FINAL NOTES
Recognition of the educational potential of
he profoundly handicapped is becoming
Widespread. There is a nationwide trend to
remove these individuals from the
custodial, vegetative existence that has
been their lifestyle to one of awareness and
involvement in daily living.

Self contained public school classes are
being, established with about a 1:5
teacher/pupil ratio (Stainback, et al.,

6). Teachers will find Themselves
teaching sensory awareness, head and
trunk balance, eating. bathing, ambula-
tion, foliating, dressin language acguisi-
:ion, etcetera. They also might find It
necessary to reduce or eliminate inap-
propriate behaviors such as held banging,
finger chewing, and feces throwing.

To function effectively In such
classrooms, it will be imperative that

Facial expreSslons play a meaningful role IA language stimulation.
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classroom teachers critically evaluate
considerations such as those discussed in
this article. Time and space do not permit
a ful! discussin" of numerous other topics
that must also be considered. However,
because of the practical importance of
some At these\topics, the final notes section
briefly outlines a few additional consider
tions. It is hoped that this s'-eletal outline
might provide an impetus for a more
thorough and full discussion of these topics
among classroom teachers.

Landmarks of human growth and
development are among the necessary
considerations for teachers of the pro-
foundly handicapped A working know-
ledge of infant and early childhood levels
of functioning is essential for evalu-
ating the functioning level of each child
a; well as establishing a viable, ef-
fective curriculum. The reason for this is
that the primary goal of education for the
profoundly handicapped is to move them
to higher levels of functioning in the
human growth and development sequence.

We must also corsider the necessity of
taking time to have fun. Celebrate birth-
days, holidays (Jul.; 4th, St. Petrick's
Day, etc.) and schedule picnics and par-
ties. Educating these children can by an
enjoyable and pleasant experience. ii ad-
dition, such activities can drovide ex-
cellent learning experiences for the ro-
foundly handicapped.

Another consideration is to become
physically involved with the profoundly
handicapped child. Generally t "ese,
children can benefit from properly han-
dled movement or manipulation. Regecd
less of physical deformities or twisted
limbs the teacher should touch, hug, roll,
and tumble with the ciiild. Do not fear the

child. (However, you must be aware of
physical problems that may prevent some
types of physical activity.) Enjoyable
physical play and manipulation can foster
the child's muscular development and sen-
sory awareness. Also becoming physically
involved with the child helps establish rap-
port with him. He learns about you and you
about him. It should be noted that during
physical activities the teacher should be
aware of the child's facial expressions,
vocalizations, and body movements that
may indicate manipulation that is painful
or unpleasant to the child. One specific in-
dication of this is when the corners of the
child's mouth turn down. Generally,
physical play can aid the child's develop-
ment as web: as the teacher's awareness of
the child's abilities when safety measures
and medical considerations are taken into/
account.

In addition the teacher must be familiar
with any medications the child is receiving
and their effect on his behavior. The
child's activity level and his ability to
carry out a particular task sequence may
be affected by the administration of cer-
tain drugs. For example, on one day the
ch6,1 may be capable of performing the
complex task of self feeding with a spoon,
le hile on another the ingestion of medica-
tion may limit his attention and eye-hand
coordination to the point that spoon
feeding is extremely difficult, if not im-
possible. The teacher must be aware of
such aspects to plan effectively for the cur-
ricular needs of a child on a particular day
or fir:: period. If the medication factor is
not considcl-ed, i ,volvement in a par-
ticular training sequence may result in
frustration for both the child and the
teacher.
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The teacher should also consider the fact
that research (Bensberg, 1965) has shown
that profoundly handicapped children
learn best wh,en reinforcement contingen-
cies are plarfned and the task to be learned
is behaviOrally stated, task analyzed, and
logically sequenced. Not only is the
probability of response acquir.:tion
enhanced but it also permits more precise
measurement and evaluation. This is im-
portant since progress with profoundly
handicapped children is sometimes slight
and tediously slow.

Finally, be optimistic in evaluating the
potential of profoundly handicapped
children. Often due to the lack of response
from the, children and the appearance of
their sometimes twisted bodies and limbs
we tend to underestimate their potential.
Continually seek areas in which the pro-
foundly handicapped child can succeed
and capitalize on them.

l.
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